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Abstract ^

HfV infection has affected the lives of tens of thousands of

Canadians over the past fourteen years. It continues to impact

significantly on the lives of those infected and also on the lives of those

affected.

Despite progress in therapies and gains in knowledge about

transmission and prevention, much is still to be discovered about this

virus. The experience ofthose infected with the virus is one of enormous

upheaval and disruption of dailyliving andlongterm plans. Central to

this experience is vague disease s¡rmptomatology, changing medical

management, and varied responses of social contacts.

Thi s combined quantitative/qu alitative study expl ored the

experience and consequences of uncertaintyin the lives of people with

Hrv infection. uncertainty was measured in a convenience sample

using the Mishel Uncertaintyin Illness Scale (commq6tyform). hr-

depth focused interviews with ten individuals were conducted to describe

the consequences of uncertainty.

It was found that, within the context of uncertainty, individuals

living with HfV infection form a new perspective on life. Central to this

phenomenon are five core experiences. Each core experience comprises

a number of actions which are used bythe individual to formulate and

maintain the new perspective on life.

It is hoped that the findings of this study will increase the body of

knowledge about HfV infection. As well, the information obtained in this
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studymay guide nursing practice and education in the future by

providing insight into the üved experience of those infected as well as

generate ideas for future research.
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CHAPTER ONE

STATEMENT OF TITE PROBLEM

hrtroduction

rn the early 1980s the emergence of an apparently new disease

among homosexual and bisexual men captured the attention of the

medical profession and the general public. Youngmen were presenting

with unusual symptoms and opportunistic infections usually seen in

patients with severe immune suppression. This syndrome was initially

described as Gay Related fmmune Deficiency (GRID) (Shilts, 1g8Z p.

121) and ultimately as Acquired Tmmune Deficiency syndrome (AIDS)

(Shilts, 1987 p.171).

All who showed signs of immune suppression died; manywere

diagnosed withPneurnocystis carinii pneumonia or a rar-e forrn of skin

cancer, Kaposis sarcoma. Others were found to be infected with avian

and other animal bacteria and viruses. In 1983 a retrovirus was isolated

from the serum of these individuals and eventuallynamed the human

immunodefi ciency virus (HrV) (Shilts, 1987 p. 593 ). Shortly thereafber a

screening test was developed which detected antibodies to the virus. It
was predicted that a vaccine would soon be developed to protect the

uninfected as well as prevent progression to AIDS.

As young men died in hospitals throughout North America of

unusual and virulent forms of infection, a great deal of uncertainty and

fear was generated among homosexuals, the medical community, and

the general public. The appearance of rrlv andArDS in predominately
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homosexual and bisexual men beceme the flash point for discrimination

and talk of a "GayPlague" (Shilts, 1987. p 352). Verylittle was known

about this disease, including mode of transmission and no effective

treafu ents were available.

More than ten years later a vaccine has not been developed.

Most, ifnot all, HfV infected individuals at this point in time will

eventually develop AIDS and die. This virus has been the cause of death

of almost 7000 Canadians thus far (Health Canada, 1994) and 441

Manitobans have tested positive for antibodies to the virus (Manitoba

Health, 1994). However, medical therapyhas improved and many

individuals are tiving longer before progressing to AIDS.

Over the ensuing years, progress has been made on many issues.

The mode of transmission is well established ; sexual intercourse without

condoms, sharing of needles for injection of recreational drugs,

contaminated blood products, and vertical transmission from a pregnant

woman to her fetus are the major routes of infection (Cohen, 1991).

Prophylaxis and treatment of opportunistic infections have become

more effective and a variety of anti-retroviral drugs are able to prevent

viral replication within the hunan bodyfor variable periods of time

CVolberding, 1990a). Ilowever, no drug exists which can prevent the

eventual destruction of the immune system which ultimately leads to

death.

Psychosocial responses of individuals with HIV infection embody

a wide range of emotions including shock, denial, ¿ulger, depression, hope,
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restructuring of goals, and changes in lifestyle (Gaskins & Brown,1992).

Studies have described the experience of uncertainty in the lives of those

infected (Siegel & Krauss, 1991) and affected (Brown & Powell-

Cope,1991) by this disease. Much of this uncertainty is concerned with

the unpredictable nature of this disease, from the long asym.ptomatic

period following infection to the often vague and confusing symptoms

associated with opportunistic infections.

In Western society today there is emphasis placed on the

predictabilityof life. This expectation extends into medicine and

individuals e>çect that a cause for their illness will be determined and

control or cure attained. Illness is seen as disequilibri 'm and the goal of

medical and nursing interventions is to restore equilibrium. Uncertainty

is inherent in illness. Anyone experiencing illness deals with uncertainty

as they are confronted with new physical s¡m.ptoms, treatment choices,

unfamiliar systems of care, lack of information about the illness, and

unpredictability of the course of the disease.

Mishel's Uncertainty in trlness Theory(Mishel,1988) erçlains how

people process ilhness-related events and construct meaning from these

events. This theoryhas been reconceptualised to include those suffering

from chronic and life,thrs¿þn i n g illness (Mishel, 1 990a). This

reconceptualiz ation propo ses that individuals erçeriencing

overwhelming and continual uncertainty can change their perspective of

life and develop a new and more complex orientation toward life.

The extent to which those infected with HfV react to continual
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uncertainty has not been reported in the literature. Through

professional contact with many individuals with IIil/, this researcher

has hea¡d some of them saythat having HfV turned their lives around

and that they did indeed gain a new perspective and atbitude towards

tife.

Uncertainty in HfV Infection

Although studies have shown that uncertainty exists in the lives

of those infected (Siegel & Krauss, 1991 ; Tross & Hirsch, 1988), the end

result of the long term uncertainties facing these individuals is not well

described. One studybyWeitz (1989) describes uncertaintyin the lives

of people withAIDS ; these individuals are reported to experience

uncertainty regarding the meaning of s5rmptoms and the extent to which

future functioning will be impacted by the disease process. However, the

issues facing people with HfV infection as opposed to an AIDS diagnosis

may well be considerably different and in the years since Weitz's study,

many changes in care and treatment have occurred. It is therefore the

intention of this study to enplore the consequences of long term

uncertaintyin an effort to articulate the eriperiences of people with HfV

infection and to give direction for nursing education and research.

Those livingryith HIV infection face amultitude of problems.

Despite the early predictions of scientists, no effective cure exists for the

disease and there is still a great deal that is not hown or is in the

process of being discovered. Some individuals with HIV infection feel

that they have to inform themselves about new developments in
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treatment in order to inform their physicians. In smaller cities, it may

be difficult to find physicians who are knowledgeable about HIV infection

(Bartlett & Finkbeiner, 1991).

The natural history of HfV disease is comprised of a number of

stages O/olberding & Cohen, 1990). As the infected individual progresses

through the stages, he/she may experience uncertainty related to

diagnosis, disease progression, treatment issues, and psychosocial

responses.

After the virus enters the bloodstream it begins to replicate in

macrophages and CD4lymphocytes. At this time the infected individual

may experience an acute flu-like illness but many people ignore this or

think they simplyhave the flu. After this initial inoculation, viral

replication appears to slow down and it may be years until fiuther

immune suppression occurs.

Uncertainty may exist for the individual who suspects he/she is

infected but is fearful of being tested. The period between having the test

and receivingthe results is one of high anxiety. Some individuals

question the sensitivity of the test itself (VanDevanter, 1991). A

positive test precipitates a crisis for most individuals and in the ensuing

weeks and months the individual must deal with a multitude of

questions, new information and demands formakingdisclosure and

treatment decisions (VanDevanter, 1991). One frequently observed

response is the "time bomb" effiect as the individual questions when

he/she will become sick (Strawn,1991). These responses may continue
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over months and years during the latent phase of the illness Oolberding

& Cohen, 1990). Feelings common in the first one hundred days after

diagnosis of a life threatening illness include preoccupation with

mortality, a sense of personal vulnerability, and heightened emotional

distress (Tross & Hirsch, 1988).

When viral replication occurs, CD4 cells are destroyed and this

eventually causes the devastating immune suppression associated with

advanced HfV infection. In the early stages of immune system decline,

constitutional symptoms are noted including generalised

l¡mphadenopathy, weight loss, dianhoea, night sweats, and fever

fl/olberding & Cohen, 1990).

Media reporting in this stage maybe a source of great

uncertaintyfor people rrith HIV infection. Results of drug research are

often reported in newspapers and magazines or bytelevision news;

these reports are generally sensationalistic and raise the hopes of those

infected. Often the reports are based on early ín uitro testing and further

testing shows no benefit or severe side effects. Drugs that show initial

promise are ofiben found to be ineffective and the results of clinical trials

may take many months to be released. Resistance of the HfV virus

itself to established medications may develop after a few years of use

(Volberding, 1990b).

Variations in disease trajectory maybe a source of uncertainty.

While some infected individuals remain healthyfor extended periods of

time, others experience rapid disease progression. In the last five years,
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increasing numbers of women have become infected and they progress

more rapidly than men and indeed have different disease manifestations

(Poole, 1990). Women with HIV infection may in fact remain

undiagnosed as they may not suspect they have been exposed to the

virus and their physician may not link their s¡mptoms to those of HfV

infection (Berer, 1993).

Rare opportunistic infections may develop in immune suppressed

individuals and diagnosis as well as treatment maybe delayed due to

atypical or unusual presentation. Thus vague and complex

s¡mptomatolory may increase the errperience of uncertainty for the

infected individual. An example of this is the increasing numbers of

acute cases oftuberculosis that have been reported in the past five

years as well as a large increase in the incidence of reactivation of latent

infection (Schechter, 1990) .

Disclosing one's HfV shtus is some cases means disclosing one's

sexual orientation or recreational drug use. Some people have reported

being shunned by family and friends (Laryea & Gien,1993; Siegel &

Krauss,1991) while others have received support. Fear of losing housing,

emplolm.ent, and insurance benefits may play a role in disclosure.

Decidingwhen and to whom to disclose is a major source of anxietyfor

many with HIV infection. fssues of disclosure and stigma maythus

cause uncertainty about the level of social and emotional support

available to the infected individual.

Individuals react to uncertaintyin a variety of ways. Mishel
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(1988) contends in her original theory of Uncertainty in lllness that

adaptation occurs as a result of coping mechanisms employed to deal

with a state of uncertainty. Adaptation is viewed as a neutral zone

which allows for goal-directed behaviour while activation of coping

mechanisms continues. If difficulties with adaptation occur, activation

of coping mechanisms will continue at a higher than normal level for

that particular individual.

Ilowever, reconceptualization of the theorylooking at chronic or

life-threatening illness (Mishel, 1990) points to an inability on the part of

the individual to adapt to continual or re¡reated uncertainty and the end

result may be the development of a new and more complex perspective

oflife which is in fact evidence of growth.

Purpose of the Study

It is the purpose of this study to explore the extent to which

uncertainty exists in the lives of people with HfV infection and the

consequences of this uncertainty.

The research questions to be asked are :

1. To what extent does uncertainty exist in the lives of people with

HfV infection in Winnipeg?

2. How is this uncertainty experienced by the individual ?

3. What are the consequences of this uncertainty ?

4. Do people living vrith HIV infection form a new perspective of

life as a consequence of uncertainty ?
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Unceltaintv in Illness

According to Mishel (1988), uncertainty is defined as "the inability
to determine the meaning of illness-related events." This theory

attempts to explain how individuals cognitively process the many and

valied events which occul'in illness and find personal meaning in the

situation. A diagrammatic representation of the theory is presented in
Figule 1.

STRUCTURE
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There are four phases in this theory. The first phase concerns the

causes of uncertainty. Uncertainty is seen to be derived from the illness
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and how reliable in presentation theyare. Mishel describes this triad as
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the stimulus frame. Symptom pattern refers to the presentation of

s¡mptoms; consistency in s¡mptoms allows for meaning to be ascribed

to them. Event familiarity describes how recognisable the pattern is and

this too will allow for meaning to be attached. The consistencybetween

what is erpected in the illness and the actual ex¡rerience is referred to as

event congruence.

In HIV infection, s¡mptoms are often vague and occur

sporadically. SSmptoms may also differ from one individual to another

so that comparison is difficult and event familiarity does not lessen the

uncertainty. Many gay men have seen foiends and lovers die of AIDS

and they may expect the sâme manifestations of illness in themselves.

When this does not happen, event congruence is lessened and

uncerbainty is increased.

This stimulus freme is influenced by two variables - the cognitive

capacity of the individual experiencing the illness and structure

providers. The cognitive capacity is the amount of information that the

individual is able to process at anygiven time. The structure providers

are the resources available to the individual and encompass social

supports, education level, and the amount of trust that the individuat

has in health care providers.

For those infected with HIV infection, cognitive capacity can be

limit€d byinformation overload. Individuals mayreceive advice and

opinion from many sources including friends, health care providers, the

media and other people with HfVinfection atformal and informal
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supportgroups. hr addition, duringthe initial stage around diagnosis,

mâny individuals ¿rre unable to process information because they are in

an emotional state and elçeriencing shock, numbness and distress

(VanDevanter, 1991).

For manyindividuals with HfVinfection, the structure providers

as defined by Mishel (1988) may be absent. Many gay men have been

estranged from their family of origin for years and may have lost many

friends to AIDS over the past 14 years (Strawn, 1991). The age group

most commonly affected byHIV infection, those in their twenties,

thirties and forties, have usually not accessed the health care system

much and may take some time to develop trust in health care providers.

An individual will process the illness-related events to construct a

cognitive schema or meaning for him/herself from the e:çerience. If this

ca¡not be done, uncertainty will result. Mishel (1988) contends that in

illness, uncertaintypresents in four forms : ambiguity about the illness

itself, issues relating to the complex nature of treatment and the health

care system,lack of information about the illness itself and its

seriousness, and the unpredictable nature of the disease itself and its

prognosis.

The experience of HfV infection meets these criteria. During the

asymptomatic early stages of infection, it is difficult for many to accept

that they are indeed infected with the virus. Treatment of this condition

is never static with new medications and treatment regimens being tried

by physicians and researchers. New penifestations of the disease are



frequently reported in the medical literature and then in the funrlï,
generating uncertaint5r ame¡g those infected as to whether they are

receiving the latest and best treahent. Some infected individuals

appear h¡rpochondriacal as they question minor physicat ailments and

conduct self examinations for signs of disease progression (Shawn,

1991).

The second phase of the model, that of appraisal, is defined as a

response to the presence of uncertaintyin the life of an individuat.

Uncertainty is appraised by the processes of inference and illusion.

People use inference in ambiguous circumstances and cues for inference

originate both externally and internally. Internal cues are likelyto be

related to locus of control while external cues may come from

information providedbypeople in the environment such as familyor

health care providers.

The end result of appraisal using inference is that of seeing the

uncertainty as a danger and the individual recognises the possibitity of a

harmful outcome.

HfV infection is often described as a "death sentence" and the

statistics available support this notion (Gee, 1988). The appraisal of

this disease as a danger is common and probablyrealistic. Ilowever,

uncertainty may persist due to the unpredictable nature of the disease

trajectory itself and as Weitz (1989) describes, people remain uncertain

about what opportunistic infections they may acquire or the

circumstances of their dying.
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If illusion is used as part of the appraisal process, the result is

that of viewing uncertainty as an opportunity. This may be the way in

which hope is maintained in life-threatening illness. Often family and

health care workers aid the individual in the generation ofillusions and

thus seek to maintain hope and the perception that the uncertainty is

indeed an opportunityrather than a danger.

Some individuals mayview a diagnosis of HfV infection as much

better than one of AIDS and may use the as¡'mptomatic period to

make lifestyle changes and use other "wellness" strategies such as

exercise and good nutrition to prolong the asymptomatic stage for as

long as possible (Bartlett & Finkbeiner, 1991. p. 54).

The third phase of the model includes the copingmechanisms

associated with an appraisal of uncertainty as danger or opportunity.

Coping is directed at reducing uncertainty and managing the emotions

associated with it. Two types of coping mechanisms are proposed when

uncertaintyis seen as a danger.

Problem focused coping is associated vrith infomation seeking,

vigilance, and direct action. h HIV infection, problem focused coping

may include dealing effectively and assertively with health care

professionals and developing strategies to deal with living with a

terminal illness (Gaskins & Brown, I992).If these strategies are not

effective, emotion focused coping is used in an attempt to manage the

anxiety inherent in the uncertainty. Ross, Tebble and Vilinias (1989)

describe a state of withd¡awal and depression in which infected
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individuals avoid contact with others in an attempt to avoid the

reactions of others to their disease.

If the uncertaintyis appraised as an opportunity, the individual

will seek ways to meintain that uncertainty by using illusion to generate

a more positive outcome. Essentially the individual concentrates on the

positive aspects of the situation rather than the negative. In a situation

where the only alternative to uncertaintyis negative, uncertainty is

preferable. Buffering is used to continue the uncertain state and

includes avoidance of new information, selective ignoring of new input

and sensations, neutralising any stimuli that maythreaten the fragile

state of optimism, as well as reordering priorities by making lifestyle

changes. This buffering differs from denial in that denial involves

complete blocking of the event as a defense to prevent decompensation

(Ross, Tebble, & Viliunas, 1989).

Individuals with HfV infection oflen attend support groups in an

attempt to manage the emotions associated with living with a chronic

infection. These support groups may also serve an educative function in

that other group members bring ideas and information to the group

(Bartlett & Finkbeiner, 1991. p.260). However some individuals may

avoid others who are infected in an atbempt to deny the possibility of

what may lie ahead in the future (Bartlett & Finkbeiner, 1991 . p. 259.

The final phase in the model is that of adaptation. hr tJris phase,

the individual makes physical, emotional, and social changes to their

behaviour patterns. When adaptation takes place, the individual is able
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to continue his/her life effectively.

This theory contends that uncertainty disrupts an individual's

sense of control and this leads to disequilibrir m. Adaptation is thought to

occur and restore equilibrium. But this does not take into account the

experience of individuals vrith chronic or life-threatening illness in whom

constant fl.uctuation of health status is the norm.

Uncertaintv in Chronic Illness

It is common in chronic illness for uncertainty to affect many

aspects of life and it essentially cannot be contained in any one sphere.

Uncertainty may also multiply rapidly and move the individual past a

critical point where stabilityis no longer possible. Uncertaintyin one

area of the illness may also feed back on itself generating further

uncertainty. This uncertainty can break down any cognitive structures

that the individual has built in the past and confusion and

disorganisation result with the end result being loss ofmeaning.

Mishel (1990a) has reconceptualised the theory of uncertainty in

illness in an attempt to e>¡plain the unique erçeriences of managlng

sustained uncertaintyin the face of chronic or life-threateningillness.

Depending on the length of time that the uncertainty is present and the

level of uncertainty, the individual may change the exist'ng perspective

of life to a new more complex one.

This new state is influenced bythe individual's prior life

experience, physiological status, social resources, and the attitudes of

health care providers working with the individual.
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The process is theorised to take place by a gradual

approximation of a previous negative appraisal to an opportunistic one.

Individuals are thought to integrate the experience of chronic

uncertainty into ttre new reality they have created. Uncertainty is used

to reformulate aview oflife. This view of life is based on conditional

thinking and is probabilistic. This new perspective of life can be

maintained if social supports and health care providers support a

probabilistic view and acknowledge that uncertainty exists.

Some individuals who are faced with sustained uncertainty may

be unable to reformtrlate their life perspective. Barriers to the process

include negation by social supports of a probabilistic view or individuals

who are isolated from others and are unable to obtain affirmation for

their new view of life. If health care providers caring for the individual

maintain a persistent search for predictability and certainty about the

illness, it may not be possible for the individual to successfuIly maintain

a new perspective. As well, if the person experiencing a chronic or life-

threatening illness is the primary care giver of significant others, his/her

response to the uncertainty may be delayed which may prevent

formulation of a new world view. Mishel (1990a) contends that the result

of blocking this reformulation of a life perspective may include

symptoms similar to those experienced in post traumatic stress disorder

including psychic numbing and uncontrollable and distressing thoughts.

To date, no empirical evidence has been published to support

this new conceptualisation of uncertaintyin illnsss. A diagram of
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Mishel's uncertaintyin rllness model foilows in Figure 2 Erith proposed

changes to allow for the reconceptualization.

Figule 2.
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This chapter has highrighted the unique nature of Hrv infection

and the experience ofthose infected as they progress through the

disease trajectory.

Mishel's Uncertaintyin illnsss theory(1988) can be used to

conceptualise the responses of the individual as this disease trajectoryis

negotiated by those infected. The reconceptualization of this theory as

proposed by Mishel (1991) encompassing the experience of chronic

illness remains untested at this date.

It is the purpose of this study to examine the consequences of

continual uncertaintyin those infected with HIV and in this wayto test

Mishel's reconceptualization of the theory.



CIIAPTER TWO

REVIE\ry OF THE LITERATIIRE

hrtroduction

This chapter will describe the findings of studies which have

examined aspects of uncertainty in the illness experience. There have

been no published studies to date of uncertainty irr HfV infection.

However, a number of studies have examined various aspects of

uncertaintyin other diseases. Studies which have examined the

response of the individual to living vrith Hlvinfection will be described, in

particular those relating to the e:içerience of self-transcendence.

Uncertainty in HfV/ AIDS

There is one study to date regarding uncertainty in the lives of

people vrith a confirmed AIDS diagnosis. This study by Weitz (1989)

involving 23 gay and bisexual men indicated that these individuals

experienced uncertainty in various ways during the illness. This

qualitative studytook place in 1986 and 1987 and at the time of the

first of two interviews, many of the subjects had not yet been tested for

antibodies to the virus. The overwþslming fear for these individuals was

that they would be diagnosed with AIDS and the response to this was to

develop personal theories for themselves about their relative risk based

on past sexual activity.

They also experienced uncertainty regarding the meaning of

physical s¡mptoms and many avoided seeking medical care for fear of

being diagnosed vrith AIDS. They preferred the uncertainty about the
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source of their sym,ptoms to the reality of a positive AIDS diagnosis. A

related coping stratery to the uncertainty involved was their approach

to the future. Theywould avoid making plans to reduce the risk of

disappoinfuent.

Issues of living with dignity and the fear associated with

diminished mental functioning and the manifestation of Kaposis

s¿ucoma affected these individuals. Joining support groups and seeking

information was a stratery used to reduce fear. Some also fought to

maintain unrealistic images of the future to quell anxiety.

Many believed that they could "beat AIDS"; they searched for

actions that could preserve and improve health, for example by altering

lifestyle patterns. The issue of dying urith dignity and fear of physicians

prolonging life was dealt with by many signing Living Wills and some

making plans for suicide.

Weitz conducted a second interview with 11 of the original

subjects four to six months later. At this time, they were learning to live

with AIDS and uncertainty had become part of everydaylife. The focus

was now on living for the present. These men had learned to assert

control in some aspects of their lives and in this way had decreased

some of their stress.

Results of this study are limited for a number of reasons. Firstly,

the respondents were all gayand bisexual men. Uncertaintymay be

experienced differentlyby women who maynot recognise theyhave

been at risk for HW infection. Heterosexuals mav have to contend with
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more uncertainty due to the lack of social supports in a society that in

the past has seen a low prevalence of HfV ameng non-homosexuals.

Matty support groups have members who are predominately gay or

bisexual and heterosexual men snd women may not feel comfortable in

such groups. These individuals may also find it more difficult to disclose

their HIV status; they may be anxious that disclosure would raise

issues about their sexual orientation or may identifr them as injection

drug users. In addition, the small semple size in this studyresults in a

lack of generalisability.

The major criticism of this study is that the context within which

the study was conducted has now changed. Since 1987 a range of anti-

viral therapies have become available that, while still not effective as a

cure, have enabled people to live longer with HIVinfection. Prophylaxis

of opporbunistic infections is more effective today and people are being

tested for HfV infection years before they develop an AIDS defining

illness.

The effect ofHfV infection on the functioning and roles of family

members has also been found to relate to the ex¡lerience of uncertainty.

Brown and Powell-Cope (1991) developed a theory of AIDS family care

glingin which uncertaintywas identified as thebasic social

psychological problem and the core category leading from this was

described as'transitions through uncertaínþ/. This studyfocused on

the perceptions and experiences of fiff¡¡three family care givers of

people withAIDS.



Five care grving sub-categories \ilere identified. The.ur" *i.ril,
described managing and being managed by the ilìness, living with loss

and dying, renegotiating the relationship with the person qrithAIDS,

goingpublic with the disclosure of the illness in a loved one, and

containing the spread of HIV within the care Srving situation.

Individuals with HfV infection described manyof tÌ¡e same

experiences when studied by researchers. A qualitative study by

Gaskins and Brown (1992) of the psychosocial responses of ten gay and

bisexual men with HIV infection reveals that their intitiat response was

one of shock, anger, and fear of the future. A core categoryof "fighting to

survive vrith HIV infection" was identified. Supporting concepts were

those of "taking cate'which encompassed everyday work and illness

work, and "restructuring life" which included dealing with uncertainty,

experiencing changing feelings, accepting homosexuatity, protecting

confi dentiality, dealing with health professionals, handling multipte

losses and eventuallytiving with terminal illness.

Another study identified many similar issues. Siegel and Krauss

(1991) identified three issues from a qualitative studyon the adaptive

tasks of HfV positive gay men. These fifty five gay men described

having to deal with the possibilityof a cu¡tailed life span. They

expressed ¿ur urgency to attain life goals and a need to weigh the extent

to which they should invest in the future. These men also had to deal

with reactions of others to their illness which is often stigmatising. This

raised the issue of disclosure to others as well as a need to confront
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personal feelings of shame and contamination. The final issue according

to this studyis that of developing strategies for maintaining physical

and emotional health. The men described a need to take control of their

own health, to be vigilant about s¡mptoms, and to make decisions about

when to seek treatment and which choices to make regarding treatment

options. In all this they considered it important to also maintain

emotional eqtr iì iþ¡um.

A small Canadian study(Laryea & Gien, 1993) of ninstesn men

and six women documents and ex¡lounds the role of stigma in the lives of

people with HrV infection and the double stigma of homosexuality and

Hrv infection. hr this study, disclosure issues \üere found to be of major

importance to the HfV infected individuals interviewed. The fear

associated with disclosing their status to family, friends, and thus the

community as a whole, impacted strongly on their ability to cope with

the diagnosis. Uncertainty about their lives was experienced in

conjunction with intense fear of disclosure and rejection.

Uncertainty in HIV infection has been explored from the

perspective of the infected individual as well as family care givers. It
appears from the literature that uncertainty exists even before the

diagnosis is made (Weitz, 1989) as well as in the daily experiences of

those living with the disease (Gaskins & Brown, 1992) and those taking

care of them (Brown & Powell-Cope,1991). Common themes emerging

from these studies include learningto live with the disease and the work

involved in this, dealing with a shortened life span, flsaling with the
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reactions of others to the disease, and learning to interact with health

care professionals and the medical system.

Uncertainty in Other lllnesses

Uncertaintyhas been studied in a wide range of illnesses. Most of

these studies support the phases of Mishel's (1988) theory, however

there ¡s¡ains a lack of testing of the reconceptualization of the

uncertainty theory.

Results from Wiener and Dodd's (1993) study of one hund¡ed

cancer patients and their families, lend support for Mishel's (1988)

theory. Theyfound that people tiving with illness suffer uncertainties of

time, body, and identity. This r¿rnge of uncertainties lends support to the

antecedents of uncertåinty as described by Mishel (1988) as stimuli

frame. Symptoms maybe vague and without a discernible pattern

which leads to uncertainty. Wiener a¡d Dodd (1993) noted that these

individuals had to define and redefine the illness and the changes in

identity to cope with the uncertainty over time. This was accomplished

by pacing activities of daily living, becoming profes sional patients,

seeking reinforcing comparisons, engaging in reviews, setbing goals,

covering up lost functions and roles, finding a safe place to letdown and

aclcrowledge fears and uncertainty, choosing a supportive network, and

takingcharge.

Some of these strategies could be described as problem focused

coping strategies. Pacing oneself becoming an informed and assertive

consumer of health care, joining support groups and learning to ask for
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support from friends and fanil¡ as well as taking charge of ill¡ress-

related events are all action oriented tasks that mayreduce

uncertainty.

In this study respondents reported some emotion focused coping

strategies, such as finding a place to let down and engaging in reviews.

These did not necessarily result in emotional distress but may have

provided an outlet for emotions and a balance for problem oriented

coping measures.

In an early study exemining uncertaintyin illness, Mishel (1984)

found that uncertainty was correlated to stress. She studied one

hundred patients in a Veterans Administration hospital and found that

at the root of uncertainty was the patients inability to assign value to

events in the illness experience. The illness experience is seen to be

comprised of symptoms, treatment procedures, the technical

environment and people associated with it, and assessment of the

future. Events related to these areas may be vague, unpredictable,

ambiguous, unfamiliar, inconsistent in occu¡rence, and the patient may

have insufficient information about anyof the factors. This studyfound

a stronger comelation between ambiguity and stress (r=0.35 ; p < .001)

and a weaker correlation between unpredictability and stress (r=0.19 ;

p <.05).

Among the patients studied, those w"ith serious illness had

particular difficultycategorising illness related events. hr such

circumstances, individuals can interpret neutral events as being highly
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threatening and misinterpretation maylead to significant events being

ignored and an inabilityto distinguish harmfr¡]st'muli from helpful ones.

This early study of uncertainff in illness found that patients coped with

uncertainty by vigilance and avoidânce.

A later studybyMishel and Braden (1988) examined the

precursors of uncertainty, specifically the ambiguity and complexityof

s¡rmptoms and illness related events. In this study, sixty orì.e \ilomen

with gynaecological cancer were asked about their symptoms and the

events classified by Mishel as structure providers, namsly education,

social support and credible authority. These women were found to

experience ambiguity when remissions and exacerbations of s¡rmptoms

occurred. However, in order for symptoms to be recognised they had to

be distinguishable and prominent. This allowed the patients to modify

some aspects of treatment and in that way gain some control. If the

patient had prior experience of the event or s¡mptom, uncertainty was

reduced.

This study also found that those factors described as str-ucture

providers had both a direct and indirect effect on uncertainty. Patients

rely on structure providers, for example social supports and health care

providers, to interpret illness related events. This constituþs a direct

effect. Indirect effects are experienced by the patient in the way

structu¡e providers help the patient to determine the pattern of

s¡mptoms and in that way uncertainty will either be increased or

decreased. Uncertainty was found to be decreased when social supports



provided affirmation of symptoms and when health care provid"rrtn

helped structure tåe meaning of illness-related events byproviding

inform ation and education.

This study, while giving support to Mishel's theoryis limited by

the gender bias inherent in the selection of the sample. Women may

differ from men in their willingness to seek assistance from social

supports and health care providers and the nature of g¡maecological

cancer may influence the type of s¡'mptomatology experienced.

Kostbade Hughes (1993) found that women with breast cancer

experienced the highest degree of uncertainty at the time of diagnosis.

This was associated with new and ambiguous information about a

potentially life-threatening illness and the expectation of the patient

understanding the variety of treatment modalities available. This study

of seventy one women seems to support the premise of uncertainty

arising from ambiguity, but it is also limited in the exclusivelyfemale

sample and by the fact that these were all women recently diagnosed

with a life-th¡eatening illnes s.

Bennett (1993) examined responses of eightyone individuals who

had sufrered myocardial infarcts in an effort to ctarifythe relationship

between the illness ex¡lerience and coping. Bennettfound thatperceived

lack of social support increased uncertainty and this was related to

more negatively toned emotions. Contrary to Mishel (1991), Bennett

fourd that emotions were an outcome of the threat rather than a result

of coping.
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The studies described thus far focus on sources or antecedents of

uncertainty. Uncertaintywas linked to ambiguityof s¡mptoms and lack

of salient cues relating to the symptoms, and the the effects of support

from family and health care providers. The emphasis of these studies

have thus served to illustrate the first phase of the uncertainty in
Illness theory.

studies have been conducted which highlightthe second phase of

the theory, that of appraisal of uncertainty as danger or opportunity.

In a studyof women with gynaecological ca¡cer, Mishel and

Sorenson (1991) and Mishel, Padilla, Grant and Sorenson (1991)

explored the role mastery plays in the r¡ncertainty model. Mastery is

defined as the beliefs the individual has about the ability tn acttn

mitigate the adverseness of an event and is thought to mediate the

relationship between uncertainty and the appraisal of danger and

opporbunity (Mishel et a1.,1991). Mishel a¡rd Sorenson (1991) found that

mastery is a personality factor that is specific to a situation and is

weakened under circumstances of uncertainty. Theyfound that the

mediating effects of mastery are strong when uncertaintyis appraised

as a danger. Coping sbategies, either emotion- or problem focused,

acted as mediators between the the perception of danger or opportunity

and the emotional distress theorised to resultfrom them. Ilowever,

coping strategies were found to be weakmediators only.

Mishel et al (1991) found that among the severely ill women

studied, a belief in the uncertainty as an opportunity may not be based
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on mastery, but rather on a faith in something that promotes optimism.

These women used the coping strategies of "wishful thinking'and a
"focus on the positive".

These th¡ee articles maybe limited in their relevance as their
population was composed of women with a life-th¡eatenins illness. A
studyof women with rheumatoid arth¡itis (Bailey& Nielsen,lggg)

showed support for the relationship between uncertainty and appraisal

of danger or opportunity. They found that women with high uncertainty

were likely to appraise the situation as dangerous.

Three published studies have focused on the third phase of the

theory, that of coping. webster and christman (1g88) looked at

uncertaintyin a predominatelym¿ls semple of patients following

myocardial infarction. They found that uncertainty increased with the

use of affective coping and that ambiguity was related to the use of

affective coping strategies. These subjects attempted to use problem

solving coping strategies despite a high lsysl ef en-iety and depression.

These results mayreflect gender differences in the type of coping

strategies used and their relative effectiveness.

Redeker (L992) showed that following coronary bypass surgery,

patients atbempt to distance themselves from the situation and also

attempt to use wishful thinking when they are unable to structure

personalmssning in uncertain situations. These authors infer that

avoidance a¡rd wishful thinking in the presence of uncertainty may serve

a protective function, but may also impede the patient's ability to
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intetpret meaning and cues from the internal environment. This lack of

clarity in interpreting symptoms may increase the ambiguity and

complexity of the situation which ultimately may increase the

uncertainty. These patients were seen to eventually seek out

information and social support in an attempt to reduce uncertainty.

The end result of uncertaintyin illness accordingto Mishel's model

(1988) is that of emotional distress. A 1988 study by Christman,

McConnell, Pfeiffer, Webster, Schmitt and Ries showed that following

discharge after hospitalisation for myocardial infarction, those

individuals with greater uncertaintyused fewer con-frontive coping

behaviours and reported lower levels of activity. This studyfound that

information given to patients before discharge may have been too

simplistic and did not reflect the probabilistic nature of medical

treatment. This may have been a factor in the level of emotional

distress found in these subjects.

The sources and appraisal of uncertainty and the resultant

attempts to cope with a state of uncertainty described in these studies

lend support to Mishel's theory of Uncertainty in Illness (1988). The

studies have small sample sizes and are restricted by the limitations of

either male of female subjects which restricts the ability to generalise.

Ilowever, they do illustrate the components of the theory as described.
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Uncertainty in Life'tlreatening Illness

For those with a life-threatening or chronic illness, uncertaintyis

related to feeling unsafe and being unable to make decisions. There may

also be a sense of not being able to rely on others (Hilton,1992).

uncertainty is seen to linit a sense of control and to increase

helplessness. when ambiguity is great, more inference is needed to

appraise the situation and emotion focused coping is seen by this author

to have detrimental effects. Hilton (1gg2) asserted that using emotion

focused coping strategies can lead to denial, avoidance, anger,

normalisation of the situation which is inappropriate and other

maladaptive behaviours such as smoking and over eating. choosing

emotion focused coping strategies may also prevent problem oriented

coping from occurring which may lead to excessive fear, worrying and

anxiety as well as a tendencyto dwell on the negative.

This article addresses some interventions that health care

providers can use to assist those with chronic or life-threatening iltness.

All interwentions should be based on the patient's individual perception

of their disease and experience. As assessment of the patient's

emotional state is usefuI before beginning to work vrith the individual in

an effort to cope with the stresses inherent in tiving with chronic or life-

th¡eatening illness. The principle is to hetp ttre individual accept events

or attempt to cope with them. Health care providers and family

members should understand that some uncertaintyis acceptable

because it may be used to foster and maintain a sense of opporbunity.
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How much uncertainty is usefuI and how to support that level of

uncertaintyremains a crtitical question for health care providers.

Those with chronic and life-threatening ilhress must in some

cases learn to live with sustained uncertainty. Cohen (19g8) explored

this phenomenon by studying the experiences of ten families in whom a

child had been diagnosed with cancer. Cohen reported that parents pass

from a st¿ble pre-illness world into a reconstituted uncert¿in world after

the child is diagnosed. The stage of rupture is described as one in which

parents must learn new parenting behaviours and change existing

values. Their expectations of life for themselves and their child are

altered and theyfeel set apart from others. The stage of living with the

sustained uncertaintyis filled with stress and fear and these parents

tend to create uncertainty to deny the truth and create a sense of

certainty where none exists.

Cohen has identified sixinteractive strategies which parents use

in an effort to cope. These include time management in which the

parents live in the present. This has been found to alter social

relationships with other parents who are able to make plans for healthy

children. Social interactions are altered by issues of disclosure and

attempts by the parents to limit information given to others. This

inevitably affects the quality of relationships with others. Parents must

manage infomation on a variety of levels; they must seek out

information but at times must limit and modify that information. At

times parents will discount the information they are given. Parents also
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manage the awareness of their situation by structuring cognitive

strategies and by routinizing activities they must perform which relate

to the illness of their child. Managing the illness by constant vigilance in

the early stages and periodic monitoring in later stages is essential to

early detection of complications and to maintenance of the treatment

regimen. Finally, parents must manage the environment and in so doing,

protect the child from physical and psychological harm. This protection

may interfere with normal developmental needs of the child and may

cause problems in the long term for both parents and child. The result of

these strategies is the development of a reconstituted assumptive world

which is vulnerable and tentative with new priorities and unique norms

for the family.

The findings from this study confirm the subcategories of tasks

that the family care givers of people qrith AIDS identified (Brown &

Powell-Cope, 1991). Manyof the issues ¿¡s similar and are dealt with in

similar fashion. According to Mishel (1988), relationships within the

family are part of the mitigating category of providers of structure

which impacts on the development of uncertaintyin the illness

experience. Thus the experience of uncertaintybyfamilymembers may

affect the illness experience of the HfV infected individual.

The major difference is the description in Cohen's study of a state

of"rupture" upon learning of the diagnosis of a young child. The illness

itself is experienced and described in much the ssme waywhether the

child is young or an adult. The parent must manage the disease itself,
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infor"mation needs and altered social relationships.

When viewing the Uncertainty in Illness theory in relation to life-

threatening illness, it is important to understand that under these

conditions it maybe difficult, if not impossible, for the individual to

appraise the situation as an opportunity. However, as Hilton (Lggz)

contends, some uncertainty may be preferable to maintain hope in the

face of the harsh reality of certainty under these circumstances.

Sustained Uncertainty

How the individual with chronic or life-threatening illness

manages sustained uncertaintyremains unclear in the literature.

Selder's (1989) Life Tlansition theory addresses the uncertainty

experienced bymanywhen learning of the diagnosis of a life-threatening

ill:ress. This theory supports Mishel's (1988) conceptual framework both

in the causes of uncertainty as well as in the consequences.

Selder (1989) contends that uncertainty is affected by

surrounding events and distortion of experiences. For example,

uncertainty maybe increased by the inadequacy of language to describe

s¡rmptoms or events. This inability to effectively communicate to others

can lead to isolation and without social support andvatidation, the

individual is þampered in their ability to see things in perspective. This is

consistent with Mishel's antecedents of uncertainty, specifi cally the

influence of structure providers on the development of uncertainty.

central to the theoryof life transition is the idea of the need to

create a new realitywhich ent¿ils relinquishing the exist'ng one. Selder



contends that it is important for the individual to acknowledge tlr"n'

ireversibility of the disrupted reality and to recognise the dimensions of
the reality that is changed. The permanency of the change must be

con-fronted and a new reality can be formulated based on expectations

and the meaningfuhess of new experiences.

According to Selder, uncertaintyleads to vulnerabititywhich leads

to fu-rther uncertaintyand this fragititymayhemper the development of
a new constant identity. hrdividuals with life-threaten in g illness may

need to concentrate on the realityof the pre-diagnosis period in order

that, with the passing of time, it can be relinquished. Certain events,

called trigger events, may cause reactivation of memories that

accentuate the irrevocable nature of the changed reality and help the

individual to identifrmissed options. Through a realisation of the

perm¿rnency of the changes uncertainty vrill be reduced and a new

realitywill be formed.

The Life Transition theory contends that individuals seek to

reduce uncertainty in different wa¡rs. Information seeking is initially
useful for this purpose but later additional informatíon will raise

uncertainty. The normalisation of behaviour through creating patterns

of behaviour that mirror the standa¡ds of society will also reduce

¡nssrtainty. Bariers to this normalisation include side effects of

treatment and symptoms that alter behaviou¡ patterns. Testing

personal competency, for example by attempting tasks that were

previously successfuI, reduces uncertainty by making the individual feel
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sure about him/herself. Comparative testing in the form of relating to

similar others at support groups may also reduce uncertainty. It is
possible however that failure to successfully complete a challenge or

unfavourable comparisons to others mayincrease uncertainty and

impede the development of a new reality. Some individuals may

minimise missed options by recognising what is possible and placing the

loss in perspective. The practice of living in the present (one day at a

time) may also serve to reduce uncertainty but may lead to loss of hope.

This theoryhighlights some interesting concepts in the resolution

of uncertainty in the lives of those with Life-threatening illness. It has

been tested in studies ofindividuals with spinal cord injury and parents

ofinfants with Down's S5mdrome. However, like Mishel's

reconceptualization of the Uncertainty in lllness theory (1g90a), more

studies are needed to provide empirical support. Selder's (lgsg) theory

was published before the reconceptualization of the Uncertaintyin

Illness theorybyMishel (1990a) and mayindeed lend credibilityto some

of the untested premises of Mishel's theory.

Responses to HfV Infection

There have been numerous studies which have examined the

responses of HIV infected individuals to living with this disease. A study

byAllan (1990) of eleven homosexual men with HIV infection identified

five dimensions of self-care activities. These include diet, exercise, stress

reduction, life-style sþan ges, a¡rd athitudinal adjustments. These self-

care activities were seen to enhance control, empowerment, and the
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initiate these activities were found to be chaotic but after a period of

time, a few managable activities were identified through

experimentation, information from health care providers, and

consultation with family and friends. A difference \ilas found between self

monitoring and monitoringbyprofessionals. The former was seen as a

health maintenance activitywhile the latter was seen as illness related.

In a study by Benner carson (1ggg), one hundred respondents

completed the Personal Views Questionnaire as developed by Kobasa as

well as a survey designed to elicit information about behaviours. Prayer

and meditation as well as exercise and vitamin supplements were

positivelycorrelated with hardiness. Her studyfound littte use of special

diets in the sample. Fiftyfive percent of the sample had a case definition

of ArDS which may have influenced the results as these respondents

may have found the need for spiritual activities more important as they

became sicker.

Kendall (1994) soamined the concept of wellness spirituality l¿r,Zg

homosexual men of whom 16 were diagnosed with HrV infection and 18

had a case definition ofArDS. hr the context of this study, wellness was

seen as spiritual rather than physical and was described as making

sense oflife and living ltfe connected to what was most psaningfirl.

Human connectedness was described as a need of these individuals and

was achieved through sixactivities. Theyare belonging, sharing, gay

bonding, confr ontation, supporting, and touching. This connectedness
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was achieved through non-sexual means. Meaningin life was attained

by reassessing priorites ¿rrd þççeming less materialistic and HfV

infection was seen as an opportunityfor growth.

Some nursing studies have examined tÀe concept of self-

transcendence. Reed (1991) defines self-transcendence as "the

experience of extenrling one's self inwardlyin introspective activities,

outwardly through concerns about the welfare of others, and temporally

such that the perceptions of one's past and the anticipated future

enhance the present."

Coward and Marcus Lewis (1993) studied self-transcendence in

gay men with AIDS and found nine themes from the interviews with

these men. The first theme, experiencing several sources of fear,

describes the fear of rejection and dvrng as related in the interviews. The

second theme, taking care of onese[ relates to developing a positive

outlook and maintaining health. Other themes include seeking out

challenge which involves doingthings previouslyavoided due to fear or

self doubt, creating a legacybywanting their lives to make a difference

in the world, and accepting what cannotbe changed. A theme identified

as letting go describes relinquishing the ties to work as well as letting go

of anger and self hate. The final three themes are described as

connecting with others, accepting help, and having hope. The authors of

this study suggest that these nine themes describe self-transcendence

in that theymeet Frankl's (1969) defintion of self-transcendence. The

activities are seen to be gling to the world, taking from the world, and
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maintaininghope in the face oflife-threateningillness. Whjle this study

is small with onlyeight participants, the description ofthe experiences

of these men is rich and valuable. All the participants had a case

definition ofArDS and had been diagnosed as such for between four and

thirty one months. They appear to be quite ill in their description of

themselves as able to perform daily activities with some effort. This

may influence the findings of the study and make comparison with

healthier populations with HfV infection more difficult.

Frank Lamendola (1994) examined the experiences of nine gay

men, five with AIDS and four with HIV infection, to describe the concept

of e>çanding consciousness. In coming to terms with living urith

HIV/AIDS, these men described a changing quality of life. They

described feeling good about themselves and more in charge of their

lives. Theywere able to open up to a fuller expression of caring and

sharing with others. They felt they took advantage of opportunities

more than they had in the past and also described a deepening

spirituality. All the men in this study had a history of alienation from

their families in the past and had broken awayfrom their fanilies. They

then experienced cycles of aloneness and searching which ofben involved

experimentation ç'ith alcohol, dnrgs, and sex. A combination of

Hrv/ArDS with these cycles led many to a turning point at which time

they experienced the changing quality of life described above. This study

is useful in that it describes a life history frequently seen in gay men who

have been stigmatised and rejected by their families. This strength may
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however be a limitation in that many gay men do not experience that

alienation, or if they do, not to the degree described in the case study

included in the article.

Conclusion

This chapter has described the research and findings related to

uncertainty and illness published during the last eight years. Studies

have focused on women with breast cancer, gynaecoloslcal cancer, and

rheumatoid arthdtis. uncertaintyhas also been explored in the field of

cardiovascular disease and in parents of children with life-threatening

illness.

uncertaintyhas been noted to occur in people with HMATDS.

Irowever, studies describing this phenomenon have not been reported to

a large extent. The responses of individuals with HIV/AIDS to living with
a life-threatening illness have been described in terms of self-

transcendence and expanding consciousness. This studywill hopefully

add to the small body of knowledge about uncertainty in HrV i¡fection.
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METHODS

Inh'oduction

This chapter will describe the design of the study, the population

and semple, as well as the recruitment of subjects. The sething in which

the research took place and obtaining consent to participate witl be

detailed. hrcluded is also a description of the instrument used, the

interview technique and how analysis of data was performed. Finally,

validation of the data is discussed.

Subjects and Recruihent Procedure

A convenience sample of twenty four Hrv infected individuals in

Winnipeg was asked to complete the Mishel Uncertaintyin trIness Scale

(communityform) (Appendix 7). This number of individuals provided a

large enough sample to supply a range of scores on the fufishel

Uncertainty in trlness Scale. This represents almost 5 vo of tlr'e known

HrV positive tests in the province of Manitoba (Manitoba ÏIealth, 1gg4)

and although smaller than the sample size of studies which have used

Mishel's scale, the number of subjects is comparable to those studied by

Weitz (1989) and Laryea and Gien (1993). Onlythose with confirmed

ÏIlV serostatus in the absence of an AIDS dsfining diagnosis were asked

to participate. Of the total sample, a sub-set of ten individuals was

asked to participate in a further interview to explore the consequences

of uncertaintyin greater depth.

Xndividuals trarown personally to the researcher through previous
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professional work in the field were approached (Appendix 2) as well as

patients attenrling the practice of a physician in the community who is

an expert in the care and treafuent of HIV infection. This physician had

indicated his interest in the study and offered to refer individuals to the

researcher (Appendix 3). A poster advertising the study was displayed

in his waiting room (Appendix 4). e short explanation of the study

(Appendix 5) was provided to all suitable patients in his practice and

those who were interested called the researcher to set up an

appointment at a mutually agreeable time and place. Only one person

from this practice indicated an interest in participating in the study.

Both men and \ilomen who are infected v¡ith HIV were eligible to

parbicipate in the study. Subjects were asked to provide the year of their

birth and number of years of education for demographic purposes. No

other identifuing information was included.

The researcher explained the purpose of the study to subjects

prior to obtaining consent. Any questions about the subject matter (i.e.

uncertainty) were dealt with after the subjects had completed the

questionnaire so as to minimize the social desiribilty effect and to avoid

learning effect through coaching and learning.

The subjects were given the opportunity to obtain results of the

completed studyfrom the researcher by completing a tear-offportion of

the consent form.



Consent

Informed consentwas obtained from each individual wiüingto

participate in the study (Appendix 6). consent to participate in a

focused interview was obtained in addition to consent to participate in
the first phase of the stud¡ that of assessing the extent to which

uncertainty exists in the lives of people with HfV infection.

Participation in the studybythose individuats referred from the practice

of the community physician did not affect their care in ¿my way as the

physician had no krrowledge of which of his patients participated in the

study. Individuals could withdraw from the study at any stage and could

refuse to answer any question they wished. During the focused

interviews, the participant could request that the tape recorder be

switched off during the interview.

All participants in the studywere assured that infornation given

to the researcher would be kept strictly confidential and that completed

questionnaires would not contain any identifring information. Any

reference to names were deleted from the transcripts of the interviews.

The Setting

The questionnaires were administered, and the interviews

conducted, at a place convenient for both researcher and subjects. The

confidential nature of the inform.ation elicited was taken into

consideration in choosing the location for meeting. AII but one of the

participants chose to be interviewed in their home. one participant

elected to meet the researcher at a McDonalds restaurant where the
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questionnaire was completed.

Every attempt was made to ensure that the subjects felt safe to

divulge information. The home setting allowed the participants to be

comfortable and to feel relaxed.

The Instrument

The Mishel Uncertaintyin Tllness Scale - Çemm rnityForm

(MUrs -C) was used to quantify the prevalence of uncertainty in this

sa m ple of individuats living with Hrv infection (Appendix z). This 28

item Likert-format scale is intended for use with people who are not

hospitalised to quantify uncertainty according to Mishel's theory of

Uncertainty in Illness (1988) .

Reliabilities for this scale as measured by Cronbach's alpha

coefficient range from 0.75 tÐ 0.90 (Mishel, 1990b). This scale has been

used in studies of epilepsy, coronary artery b¡lass, lupus, post

myocardial infarction, multiple sclerosis and cancer (Mishel, 1gg0b).

Normative data have been compiled for results from these six studies

with 396 subjects in total and uncertainty scores in these studies r¿rnge

from 23 tn 115 with a median score of 69. The mean uncerbaint¡r scores

of 4l to 63 in the six studies fall below the median score.

Interviews

A sub-set of ten individuals was asked to participate in focused

interviews to explore the consequences of uncertaintyin their lives. A

purposive theoretical sampling ¿sçhnique was used to recruit

participants for the interviews. Scores obtained by subjects on the
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MIIIS-C were used as a basis for sample selection. Individuals who

scored in the high and low ranges of the total sample were asked to

participate in the interviews. This was accomplished byexamining the

scores of the 24 individuals who completed the questionnaires and

asking five of those who scored in the upper and lower range of all the

scores. AII ten of those who were asked to participate agreed to do so.

hrterviews followed the format of the focused interview (Merton,

Fiske, & IGndall, 1956). This format allows for range, specificity, depth

and personal context to be included in the responses to selected

questions. The researcher prepared a list of questions to be answered

(Appendix 8 - Interyiew Guide). However, subjects were encouraged to

include anythoughts, feelings or experiences they wished to during the

course ofthe interview. All inten¡iews were recorded and transcribed to

print.

Allowance was made for referral of any problems that, in the

opinion of the researcher, required further nu¡sing, medical or counselling

interventions. This was explained to the participants and except for

some questions about avoiding people with colds and flu, no concerns

were raised.

Confidentiality

Confidentialityis an issue of great importance to many

individuals with HfV infection who fear negative consrequences should

their health status become lsrown to others without their express

permission. Sensitivityto this has formed parb of the professional
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culture in which the researcher has worked for the last four years and all

necessarJ¡ steps have been taken to ensure that confidentiality is

maintained.

while it was necessaryfor the resea¡cher to be able to identifr

individuals for in-depth interviews from completed questionnaires, each

questionnaire was coded and a master list kept of codes and participant

names. This master list has been kept under lock and key for the

duration of the study and will ne kept secure for a period of seven to ten

years.

The focused interviews were recorded. These recordings were

transcribed by a professional typist who is knowledgeable about the

need for confidentiality. Any mention of client names were deleted from

the printed transcripts. completed questionnaires and the tapes and

transcripts of the interviews will be kept in a secure place for the

recommended seven to ten year period.

Ethical Considerations

To protect the anon¡'mity of the participants, names and

identi-fuirg information in the transcripts have been changed in the

namatives presented in Chapter Four. This has been carried into the

thematic analSæis porbion of thefindings.

Participants were adviced of this prior to the interviews taking

place. many of the participants stated that they were wi[ing to have

their real names used however all names have been changed. To further

protect their identity, descriptions of occupation and living conditions
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Analysis of data

Non-parametric st¿tistical analysis techniques were used due to

the small size of the sample. The data obtained from the MUIS - C was

analysed for mean score as well as range and median score. Individuat

scores were compared to the range of normative data for this

instrument. According to this scale, uncertaintyis measured along a

continuum from a low score of 23 to a high score of 115.

As only two of the respondents were women, it was not possible to

compare male and female respondents using a Chi- square test. This is

probably due to the small number of HfV infected women in the

province of Manitoba and also due to social factors, such as women

fearing loss of anonymity and being reluctant to parhicipate in studies.

The effect of education and age on uncertainty was measu¡ed using

Spearman-Brown and Chi squa.re correlations. In addition, any

relationship between years since diagnosis and score on the MUIS-C for

those ten individuals who parhicipated in the interviews was sought.

Transcripts of the interviews were reviewed to identifythemes or

categories of responses that ¿¡s similar. W'ords, phrases, and themes

were written in the margins of the transcripts. The method described by

Burnard (1991) was used as a guide for the analysis. This method

combines elements of grounded theory and content analysis and

involves a fourteen stage process to produce a detailed and systematic

report of themes and issues contained in the interviews. In the fi¡st



stage, notes are made after each interview describing the content åitn"
interview. In stage two, transcripts are read through and general

themes are noted. The hanscripts are read again in stage th¡ee and

multiple ¡s¿dings are noted in the margins. In stage four, headings are

grouped together under higher order categories. stage five involves

reviewingthe list ofheadings and categories to identifyrepititions which

are then deleted. stage six requires a review of the categories by a

colleague and if there is agreement, the process is continued in stage

seven with a review of the transcripts and the headings and categories.

In stage eight, the transcripts are coded according to the headings and

categories, usually by highlighting the trans cripts with different colou¡ed

highlighters. The coded transcripts are cut up and grouped together in
stage nine. These cut up sections are glued to large sheets of paper in
stage ten. stage eleven involves asking participants to check the

appropriateness of the categories. Stages twelve and thirteen involve

filing the sections together for the written analysis and beginning the

writing process. The final step, stage fourteen, related to how the

analysis is written and whether it is related to the literature in the sâme

chapter as the findings or whether the analysis is written up in a

separate chapter.

In this study, three of the respondents were asked to validate

their statements and the appropriateness of the category system. No

conections were necessary. Five of the transcripts were reviewed by a

member of the thesis committee to confirm themes.
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According to Sandelowski (1986) , qualitative research

"emphasizes the meaningfulness of the research product rather than

control of the process". Irowever, some measure of the rigor of thís type

of research is possible and this studywill be examined usingthe criteria

of credibility, fittingness, auditability, and confirmability (Guba &
Lincoln, 1981).

Credibility refers to the "faithful descriptions or interpretations of

a human e>rperience that the people having that experience would

immsdi¿t€ly recognize it from those descriptions or interpretations as

their own'(sandelowski, 1986). To this end, the researcher in this study

presented the findings (themes and strategies) to three of the ten

respondents and asked for validation of these findings. All three

participants agreed that the themes and strategies were appropriate

and did reflect their experience.

Fittingness is a term used by Guba and T.incoln (1981) to describe

the "fit" of research findings into contexts separate from the study and

when others who read the findings find them peaningfil in term.s of their

own experiences (Guba & Lincoln, 1981). The fittingness of this study

has been tested by discussing the findings with health care professionals

and people who have worked with this population who agree that the

themes and strategies do describe the experiences of people nrith HrV

infection.

The third criterion suggested byGuba and T.incoln (1981) to test



the rigor of qualtitative research is that of auditability. The nrr¿irrs|"t"
said to be auditable when others can follow the process used by the

researcher to arrive at the findings. The hanscripts, memos, open

coding, headings, categories, and final themes and strategies have been

examined by a member of the thesis committee of this study. She

agreed that the conclusions reached are appropriate.

Guba and Lincoln s (1981) finat criterion for rigor is that of

conf¡mability and this is said to occur when auditability, credibility, and

fittingness are achieved. The results of this study meet this criterion.

While the sample size of this study is small, this should not detract from

the validity of the findings. The findings reflect the life experiences of the

participants and describe both tSpical and at¡pical s=amples of these

erçeriences (Sandelowski, 1 986 ).

To further enhance validity, a personal journal was kept to

describe the emic perspective of undertaking this research. This

researcher has worked with people with HrV infection and AIDS for a

number of years and this clinical experience has fomed the bacþround

for this research. CarefuI attention was paid to personal feelings and

thoughts in the process of conducting the research which might enhance

the researcher's understanding of the phenomenon being studied and

thus influence the outcome of the analysis. A section on reflexivity and

reflection is included in Chapter Five.
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From personal clinical experience over the past six years and

from the literature, it appears that those living with HIV infection face

uncertainty on a variety of levels. However, this does not appear to

have been measured in any studies in the past.

The objective of this studywas to determine the level of

uncertainty in a sample of individuals with HIV infection and to further

e4plore the consequences of this uncertaùntythrough focused interviews.

This process identified areas for further research as well as provided

descriptions enriching the existing nursin g hrowledge base.
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CITAPTER FOUR

NARRATIVES

Inhoduction

Descriptive nar:ratives allow for the stories of individuals to be

told and enrich the researcher's understanding of the phenomenon under

study. Insight is gainsd into how the individual respondent understands

and visualises his or her experience (Sandelowski, 1gg1). The stories of

the ten individuals interviewed in this research project need to be told.

They stand as a testament to the lives of these people and attempt to

keep the individual experiences of those thatlive with Hrvinfection

unique and separate from the cold statistics of disease state and

mortality.

All ten of the respondents interviewed are well krrown to the

researcher. Over the past five years interactions and sharing of life

stories has taken place at regular intervals. These recollections form a

bacþround to the conversations recorded for the purposes of this

research.

Tim

Tim is 30 years old; a tall man who seems comfortable with his

height and broad shoulders. When he was 15 years old he told his family

he was ga¡1 his father's response was extremely negative and he left

home. He has visited his family only once since then when he went home

for Christmas two years ago. He has, however maintained contact with

his mother over the years.
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Tim was diagnosed Hrv positive early in 1g92. The results came

as a shock as he had tested negative a number of imes in the past.

Íve- always go_ne to school and church talking aboutArDS
end some of the ways people can protect themselves
against the infection and for me to have the shoe on the
other foot, so to speak, it took a lot out of me. (Interview 4:
p.2)

These speaking engagements are veryimportant þ him; in some

way he thought that by educating others he was protecting himself from

HlVinfection. He admits that he knows where and bywhom he was

infected but attaches no blame and does not dwell on the subject. Now

when he speaks to audiences he does not tell them he is HrV positive.

I only give them the information they need to know and
that's all theyneed to how. (Interview 4;p.22)

Telling his family about the diagnosis was not easy. He had fears

of abandonment initially but they have no\il come to terms vrith it
although some of his nieces and nephews do not talk to him.

One time myfather answered the phone. He yelled, "Oh it's
the fag of the fami$ and then he turned around and said
"Oh it's a wonder he hasn't got AIDS yet" and then I said
"W'ell-, I got one up on you, f'm HfV positive" and hung up
the phone. And then I realised mymom picked up the
extension. (interview 4; p. 1.2)

His mother called him back and they cried together and she

reaffi¡med her love for him. He sent her a book about Hrv to read and

she continually asks him about his health and the care he takes of
himself. He feels that they are now closer than ever before.
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"lL" -

the gay community about it. However he has been very lonely in the

years since being diagnosed and at times very depressed. Recently he

met someone and talking about this ¡s1¿tionship causes a broad grin to

light up his face.

"Before I met py parher I was alone. I was tired of being
alone, cominghome alone, and things have changed
considerable." (Interview 4;p. 4)

Tim's view of the future has changed since diagnosis. He is unable

to work due to the physical timitations of fatigue and living on Social

Assistance is difficult. He feels that much has been taken a\ilay from

him.

I've always been quite active and I felt like, since I've been
diagnosed, it's all been taken awayfrom me and I have to
readjust my life again so to speaþ to make things easier.
(interview 4;p.7)

Tim has had some medical problems which are unrelated to Hrv
infection. There are days when he experiences severe headaches and he

is scared of needles so he dela;æ going to the physician. He is

knowledgeable about his condition and is proud of the role he plays in

educat'ng others.He accesses information from the library and his

health care providers and, after an initial period of shock, found that his

need for information continued to grow.

I have mentioned to my doctor that I don't want to be
treatpd like a child. I want to lorow everlithing up front. All
the and, ifs, or buts, or whatevers, that is involved.
(Intenriew a; p. 15)
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HfV infection has affected fim's life in many ways. It has

brought him closer to his mother but it has taken away his job and

forced him to live on a limited income. He states that he has grown as a

result and appreciates life a lot more than he used to.

It was a real hit in the face. It can happen to anybody. It
doesn't matter who you are. (Interview 4; p. 21)

rris summation of how Hrvhas impacted his life is spoken in the

words of one who is used to educating the general public about the

dangers of distancing oneself from the HW epidemic. "It can happen to

anlöody. It doesn't matter who you are.'

Stan

Stan lives with his partner in an aparbment overlookirg a park

He spends a lot of time alone while his partner is at work and music

plays continuallyin the bacþround. Stan is a small man with delicate

features and movements. He was diagnosed six years ago and remains

healthy. He had tested negative for Hrv a number of times but seems

unsurprised that the fifth test was positive.

I mean I cen't say and I don't really know who I got it from
or how I got it but I larow at some point in time sometJring
must have happened when I got the results I wasn't really
upset or anything... itjust surprised me thatitdidn't
happen sooner. (Interwiew 5; p. 1)

Stan describes the events around receiving the test results in

relation to how others involved responded. He describes how the



physician was crying and how a counsellor was called and togeth"fl"
and the counsellor calmsd the physician. Then his partner at the time

was called and he and the counsellor together told his parbner.

rt seems as if this distancing of self from the realityof having

Hrv is a way for stan to cope. Many of his comments about living with
HIV are described in terms of how others deal with it.

Ive heard a lot of people getting upset about their T4s and
saying "Oh, I got a bad T4 count. (Interview 5; p. B)

I sit there and look at other people, other HfV positive
people, there are certain people that, their diseãse is their
life and if they weren't HfV positive or didn't have AIDS.
there wouldn't be anything else goin g on in their life and,
God forbid, that would happen to me. (Interwiew 5; p. 8)

stan has been unemployed for lG months. He was diagnosed with
a musculoskeletal problem and the doctor suggested that he give up

work he states that his health has improved and that he has gained

weight since then. Many of his friends are HrVpositive and he attends a

support group regularly. He has concerns about certain aspects of his

medical care. He is foustrated bythe lack of government funding for

ArDS-related programs and he is not completely happy with his present

physician. However he is unwilling to transfer his care elsewhere.

I don't want to (transfer care) because I want to do what I
want to do and if something is right and I hrow what Im
doing is TrSht, Ill make su¡e that things get done the way I
want and if I know something is wrong. I will try my besi to
fix it. And to that extent I'm classified as a shit disturber
from the facilityand the doctor's point of view and I will
force the issue on the doctor. (Interwiew 5; p. 16)
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stan feels that he is very informed about his disease and any

progress being made in research. He subscribes to a number of
treatment bulletins and describes bis participation in a research study.

Once again he distances him sslf by detailing how his involvement with
the researchers is focussed on others with HIV.

so they can tell the nurses or the doctors that if a patient
comes in vrith these sSmptoms that they qualifr for this
study and then they can go. (Interview 5; p. 1gt

stan's biological familyfound out about his Hrv sþtus when he

was quoted in the ne\ilspaper on an issue relati:rg to Hw. He bhinks fþsy

may have suspected he was gay but this is not something they have

ever discussed.

If the_y ask Fe -ouqqht I will answer the question honestly,
but if they don't ask I'm not going to volun-teer. (hrterview '

5; p. 11)

His parhrer is supportive and understanrting of what he goes

through on a dailybasis in living with this disease. However, the future

is more uncertain.

A! one point he (parhrer) said, "If you ever get to the point
where you're sick and you are going downhill, I won,t be able
to handle seeing you like that". So at that point I (St¿n) will
leave and end the relationship because of mymedical
p_roblems_and that kind of bothers me. It's just, if you care
that much about a person, you have to be âble ølee them
through the good parts and the bad parts but
psycho_logically he won't be able to handle it. It's just the
t¡pe of person he is. (Interview 5; p. 14)



Stan's partner mayverywell do what Stan fears; he was irrlltrr"¿
previously with someone who was Hrv infected and they are now not

even on speaking terms. But Stan rationalises that worrying now about

him leaving is futile and they continue their relationship with unresolved

issues.

Stan regards being infected vrith HIV as a'wake,up" call. He

believes he has changed his outlook on life because of it and is a better

person for it. onee again he distances himself when he speaks of how

people respond to those with HfV infection.

I guess my point is you can't judge people. f meen you have
to take the person as a person for who they are and what
they are if you can be a friend to the person as opposed to
the disease or their sexuality, it makes a difference.
(Interview 5;p.26)

Despite his involvement in a support group and the physicat

presence of his parhrer in their home, Stan presents an image of a lonely

man. He speaks of HfV infection as it affects others and faces an

uncertain future with one who mayleave justwhen he is needed the

most.

Ron

Ron is a handsome man with deep laugh lines running down the

sides of his mouth. He has battled depression most of his adult life and

has had a number of hospital ¿dmissio¡s. It was during the last

admissiell that he was tested for Hrv. He feels he was pressured into

having the test; he had tested negative some years before that and



believes the doctors wanted to test him because he \üas gay. rn" 
"åurrrlt,

were given to him byhis own physician two weeks after he was

discharged. He has forgotten m€my of the details of how he felt at the

time. Much has happened since then.

Ron has a high T4 count and remains healthydespite poor eating

habits, smoking, and drinkinglarge emounts of coffee each day. He lives

with his partner who is also HfV infected. The two men do not talk about

it much. Ron avoids watching television programs about rlr\tr because

he feels it upsets his parbrer who he thinks is in denial about his HrV

disease.

For Ron, Hrv has beén the impetus for great spiritual growth. He

comes from a very religious family and although their Christian beliefs

are not the same as his, the thread of a belief system runs through his

Iife.

I was a vict'ry all mylife. I was, when most people are,
especially what you say from the Christian upbringrng,
you're taught to be a victim of life and that ifis perfect to
be a mart¡rr and I realised...it gave me a wake-uþ cail not to
be a victim. (Interview 6; p. 19)

Ron has told his family about his HIV status and they are

accepting of him although it was difficult for them to deal with his

homosexuality.



We basically don't talk about it. It was said, it s out in the
open. But it's very seldom brought up and that's the best. I
mean, it's brought up when it's appropriate, that yes, I am
ggrng to die, yes,,but you're also going to die. I might,just go
a little quicker, that's etl. And especiallywith parlnts, no
parent wants to think their child will die before them and so
that's a little harder. But we've worked, as best we can on
the issue. (Interview 6; p. 12)

Ron spends time each dayin quiet meditation and listening to

New Age music. He works as a nurse and finds time each day to nurbure

his spiritual development.

Some people would think it's a waste of time but I find that
it is more helpful in the ways because you actually don't
waste t'me. You recollect your thoughts and look at your
goals where you're going and redefine yourself again.
(Interview 6;p. 10)

Ron has thought a great deal about death and the importance of

living life to the full. He plans to "do it as peacefully as I can"although he

hopes it lrrill not be soon. Life is important to him and even more so, the

waywe live our lives.

Y" Firrg a quil4 I would like to call it the rainbow quilt of
the human, well I won't even say of creation. And il can be
I joyous quilt ifyou get on with the weaving of it and
leaving love behind and expressing love...love combines a lot
of thiqgs, in other words, heroism, generosit¡r, things like
that. If you try to define that into your life and being,
instead of a taker, a giver...expanding that into your life
whatever tradition you have... you become a weaver.
(hrterview 6; p.20)
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Ron has made peace with himself and lives each day, working at

his profession and enriching his spiritual life as best he can. He spesks

of the importance oflove and this is evident in the quick glances he

make toward the kitchen where his parhrer prepares coffee. He is a

givingman and in his generosityto others he receives in kind.

Jake

Jake has been HIV positive for eight years. He went to be tested

based on a personal assessment of high risk activities in the past and

was not surprised when the test results showed he was indeed HfV

positive.

He has integrated this into his lifle although taking medication

four times a day serves as a constant reminder. Taking anti-retroviral

medication is fairlynew for him. Two years ago his T4 count had dropped

to a level where some physicians recommend beginningtherapy.

The AZT was a confirmation of that diagnosis (but) I think
it probablywouldn't have been much of a shock or a
problem if say, I would have had to start tal-ing it right
away..but when aft,er six years and then all of a sudden..
(Interview 3; p. 4)

Jake has th¡ee adult children and having HIV has made him

think about his relationship with them and the time he has missed while

theywere $owing up in Ontario.

Where has all the time gone ? It seems like yesterday they
were babies and I wantto do more things with them and
spend more time with them. (Interview 3; p. 7)
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He maintains close contact with his parents but has chosen not

to tell them about the HrV. They know that he lives with a male partner

but the issue of homosexuality has never been discussed. They live in a

small town and Jake is reluctant to cause them any problems.

This attitude is born out in his dailylife; few people l¡¡row about

his HfV status and he intends for the situation to remain the same.

I find it harder to disclose your status in a small community
because of the stigma that it carries. I've never disclosed
my status with any of my employers for that reason or for
the reactions they may have, not always positive.
(Interview 3; p. 10)

Jake and his partner live a quiet life with a few good friends. Jake

feels he is dealing with having HIV a¡rd feels no need for a formal support

group. He is pragmatic about seeking out inform.ation about the disease.

He lives life day by day and does things that bring him enjo¡ment.

He avoids stress in the worþlace as much as he can and has passed up

opportunities for promotion because of the additional pressures involved.

He and his partner travel whenever they can and have plens for an

extended vacation in South America later this year.

I live Life day to day and try to make the best of the time I
have now, the travelling and mayôe taking life a little
easier, treat'ng m5rself a little betber and enjoying things.
(Interview 3; p. 16-17)

Jake's acceptance of his past and it's impact on his future is

matter of fact. He recalls the sexual freedoms of the 1970s with some

wistfuIness.



f came from a time when, prior to AIDS, it was very good.
It was very open. It was lots of fun...I feel sorry for the
younger ones who didn'thave that. See,like there again Im
sâyrng I've lived that so I don't need it. Why should I feel
regret, I at least had that opportunity whereas the younger
ones now don't have that opportunity. (Interview 3; p. 16)

Jake looks to the future with pragmatism; he is happywith his

life as he has lived it and is prepared for what mayyet come. His only

regret is that he is far from his children and has missed much of their

growingyears.

Crail

Gail spends most of her days alone, the air around her grey from

the cigarettes she smokes constantly. Her small aparfuent is tidy with

house plants placed on every available surface. On the table sits a

medication organiser; the small comparbments are fiIled with tablets

and capsules. Theylook like colourfuI beads waiting to be sh'ung.

Gail's life has been one of constant struggle. She has lived most of

her adult life on the streets of Toronto in search of the alcohol and

cocaine that eased the pain of her past.

She was tested while in prison four years ago. She did not krow

that she had been tested and life has never been the same for her again.

I didn't even know anything about it....I was injail when I
found out and the way the nu¡se told me was that I have
AIDS and I thought I was going to die. (Interview 1; p. 1)
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Having HfV has fundamentally altered her life and the way she

sees herself. She has been clean and sober for four ye¿rrs after leaving

the streets. She has contact with her family again and is forgingbonds

with other HrV infected people. However her view of herself is anything

but positive.

All mylife I was brought up berng called dirt and bad and
now I reallybelieve it. It's like I feel like Im being punished
all over again...Im an adult and I should krow the
difference but I can't help feeling like that. (hrterview 1; p.
6)

She feels a great deal of shame and believes that her family avoid

touching her. She also thinks that they know more about her medical

condition than she does and that they are not telling her something. She

interprets loving gestures from them as a sure sign that she is going to

die soon.

It wouldn't be too bad if they told me to my face, like "I'm
scared'cause I don't know what's going to happen, that's
why I won't kiss you or hug you". But instead they go
behind myback and then it gets to me a¡rd it hurts.
(Interview 3; p. 7)

She's (her mother) got to have seen something or
something is terribly wrorlg with me. Nobody's telling me so
I think she's seen the light. (hrterview 3;p.22)

Gail spends time thinking about past hurts and failu¡es. After

manyyears of drug and alcohol abuse she is raw from the emotion of it
all. She no longer blunts her feelings with chemicals and many of the

feelings are new to her.



Im fighting this sober and clean, like not doing no drugs
or...and I'm sober. (Interview 1; p. g)

Her familyvisits periodically and the visits are not always easy

for her. She is suspicious of their motives and finds it hard to take

pleasure in their company. Perhaps the family's history of abuse and

pain contaminates their interactions even now.

Like I tldnk I disappoint them because f'm not dead yet.
You Lcrow, like when I first came back I was skin and bone
and they were there to see me and ever¡rthing you know.
My brother came in. That's shocking. He came to see me
but then I think I... As soon as I started getting better they
stop coming arou¡d. So that's what I mean by I think I
disappointed them that I didn't die. (Interview 1; I. 13)

She has isolated herself from people she knew before and avoids

her neighbours for fear that they will discover her condition. She attends

a support group and relies on members of the group for information

about the disease. However, she is not always happy with what she

hears.

I'm afraid because what little bit I've found out more has
really scared me so I didn't think I really want to lcrow any
more. If I did want to lnrow anymore it would be to educate
myfamily. (Interview 1; p. 19)

For Gail, living daily with HIV is yet another battle to be faced.

She is scared of the future a¡rd finds no comfort in the present. She is

frightened of what people say and think about her.
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I don't want to say that but part of me doesn't want to fight
no more. And that scares me. 'Cause I am a fighter, I
always was. I was a survivor. (hrterview 1; p. 14)

Gail has so much pain in her past and present that thinking of the

future is almost impossible for her. There are enough uncertainties in

her dailylife that what lies ahead is incomprehensible to her. In the past

she has always been an outsider both within her family and society. HIV

in her mind, has made that an intractable position.

Bill

BiIl is a man of secrets. He was married for five years and three

years ago the marriage ended. For years he has kept his bisexuality

secret, at one time he did not admil it even to himself. He went for HfV

testing in response to his ex-wife having had sex outside of the marriage.

He was shocked when his test came back positive; he does not discuss

any high risk activities he may have participated in.

For manyyears he has suffered from iilflemmatorybowel disease

and is used to medical appointments and surgery. hr the months

following the diagnosis of HrV infection Bill found it verydifficult to cope

and stopped work He has recently come to realise that some of the

early signs of HfV infection coupled with the sequelae of inflamm atory

bowel disease make emploSm.ent almost impossible for him. This has

had a major impact on him.
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I feel reallylousy and Im just starting to learn that the
last couple of months. Terribly painfuI. In the back of my
mind it (emplo¡ment) was always something I would get
back to or would work into something else but that I would
find some way to measure myself successful and that
hasn't happened yet. (Interview 9; p. 6)

Bill experiences fatigue and depression and is on a number of

dtfferent medications. It is sometimes difficult for him to differentiate

between the side effects of medications and slmptoms. He attends a

support group and finds himself cataloguing the symptoms and

complications of others in the group.

A piece of me is glad it's not me. I also keep thinking that
f'm overdue or...I have a bit of a martyr attitude about me
so if I'm not careful I can very easily play the sick role.
(hrterview 9; p. 8)

He told his parents of his diagnosis soon after he found out. Their

response has been overwhelminglypositive and he derives great

emotional support from them. He has had a number of relationships in

the three years since his diagnosis. He seems to become involved with

women who want to protect him and are willing to nurse him and be

there until the end ofhis life. This causes problems.

It's okay for me to say "I figure Ïve got four or five years
Ieft". When you hear someone else say, "'Well, we've only
got four or five years left" that really hurts. ([rterview 9; p.
16)
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Bill has a five year old daughter from his marriage and he sees her

regularly. He had begun to keep a journal which she will one dayread. It
is his attempt to leave her something that will enable her to get to know

him afterhe is gone. The act of writingin thejoumal is an exercise in

introspection for Bill.

'Cause there's a sense of, you become reallymort¿l with
this you know. Otherwise you just assume your kids will
find out about you, youll be there and all of a sudden the
disease is telling you that you may not be there. And I'd like
her to larow me and if she can't L¡row me bybeing with me
then perhaps through the pages. (Interview 9; p. 14)

Despite personal losses because of his illness, Bill states that he

has grown and matured as a result of having HIV. He maintains hope

but his vision and aspirations are restricted.

I don't believe I am going to beat it. I joked once about being
the first guy to beat HfV but the last little while the way it
has caught up with me and how I've come to myphysician
with s¡mptoms of fatigue and leg wealoress problems and
things like that. And she said, "W'eIl, that's just something
you're golng to have to accept". And I was fighting it the
whole time. Thathappened in spite ofmyworkingout, in
spite of mybest efforts and it's too powerful for me, you
know. (Interview 9; p. 2a)

He hps faced HfV infection with the intention of "doing it right".

He is informed about the disease, he has joined a support group, he

recognises his mortality he is wi[ing to accept the signs and occunence

of disease progression.

There is a sense of resignation about Bill. However he seems to be



searching for something that is just out of reach. There are times ;i""
he is very lonely and he seeks out new relationships. But he often ends

the relationship when the woman gets too close or seems to stifle his

hope. Perhaps his greatest secret is that despite appearances, he really

has not accepted that he is going to die.

Gregory

The walls of Gregory's aparhent are covered with large colowed

photographs. The sâme man appears in many of the photographs; in

some he appears healthywhile in others the insidious decline of Hrv
wasting s¡mdrome is all too apparent. This is W'a5m,e, Gregory's partner

of four years who died two years ago. Gregoryhimself is a large man

with a readylaugh and an appreciation for fine food.

Relationships are importantto Gregory. His lifeis filled with

many different people and his generosity of time and spirit has been

rewarded by a large group of friends who care for him in turn. Alcohol

has played an important part in his past but th¡ee years ago he stopped

drinking and many of his friendships now are focussed within his AA

group.

He tested for HfV after carefuI consideration of his past risk

behaviours and a degree of suspicion that he might be infected. The test

was ¡rositive.

I don't think I was shocked. I handled it the same way I
handled anyother crisis. I drank, (Interview 8; p. 2)
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He shared the news with friends and familywho were supportive.

rt took some t'me for him to come to terrns with the knowlefue.

There was a period when I was over the map and felt way
out in the dark and every time I cut m¡iself Id look at thát
and go, "Oh God, here comes that infeeted blood" and stuff
like that. (hrterview S;p.B)

Eight years have passed since then. Gregory now feels he can

contribute to others and achieves this by political activism and

involvement in fund raising activities for AlDS-related causes. He has

made strides in improving his lifestyle. He no longer smokes and is

careful about what he eats. Attendance atAA meetings and the

philosophy of a twelve step program have changed his outlook

I want to make sure that today is good and want to do a
little bit of preparation to avoid major disasters tomolrow
and that's all fworry about. (Interview 8; p. 10)

He enjo¡æ his work as a janitor in a high school but is clear that

as soon as he ex¡leriences anydeterioration in his condition he will quit.

If I start to get sick I n'ill find a wayto get m¡æelf retired
'cause I want to travel. You lcrow I got a lot of foiends I
have to go and hug. (Interview 8; p. g)

On a recent visit to an HfV infected ftiend in British Colr mbia he

learrred of a variety of treatment butletins that are published in the

Unit€d States. He has begun to subscribe to these and makes a point of

passing on information to others. This is part of his contribution to his

community.



He opened up a whole neyy world for me. He showed me the
stuffthat he was doing... It's dinnsr table talk for (HIV)
positive people and he had this vast lcrowledge...That really
inspired me so I got the name and addresses of all the
places where he got the information and signed up.
(Interview 8; p. 17-18)

Gregory has not had any s¡mptoms related to HIV. He has

elevated cholesterol levels and some liver demage from his years of

drinking. HW is part of his daily life in that he has memories of friends

lost and concerns about ones that are ill.

Some aspect of it (HIV) goes through mymind but I don't
think it's so much from a real concern about that. fve
grown somewhat complacent with mylongevity and that's
part of it but the other part is I'm involved rrith so many
people who are HfV positive and, as you c¿ut see by looking
around my place, most of the pictures are people that I've
lost...You lsrow HIV is a topic for me every day. But I don't
see that as a negative thing. (Interview 8; p. 4)

He told his elderlymother soon afber he was diagnosed and was

recentlyinterviewed on television. There is no room for secrets or

deception in his life. He describes living without secrets as "freeing".

Gregory has not seen any decline in his T4 count in the eþht

years since diagnosis. He is aware of the linkbetween stress and

immuns function and makes sure he has a T4 count whenever he

experiences a stressful period inhis life.

Gregory sees his HIV infection as being a pivotal event in his life.

Ithas helped him establish priorities. He has seen manyfriends die and

is watching still more grow thinner and weaker yet he is filled with hope.
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A man who lives with enthusiasm and gives of himself with ease, he

embraces livingwithHlv as a challenge.

David

David's diagnosis of HfV infection came as a shock to him. A

routine insurance medical found antibodies to HrV in his urine. He was

told the results by his physician three years ago. He was devastated by

the news.

I thought, -This is the end of my life" right. "I'm going to be
gone in months. (Interview 7; p.2)

It took him almost twelve months to accept the diagnosis

however he functions largely in a state of denial.

At first I was trying to block it out of my minfl, like after
that year of whatever, after f'd come to accept it...It's sort
of like in the back of my mind and I wouldn't really think
about it that much but once in a while I'm starting to think
about it a little more. It seems like every time I take my
AZT I think about it. It reminds me of it and I find that if
I m kept busy it doesn't...when I'm working I don't think of
it at all. (Interview 7;p. 3)

Depression lu¡ks in the bacþround of David's life. He is employed

as a seasonal worker with the city and finds the winter months of lay-off

very hard- His parhrer has a demandingjob and is frequently out of the

house from early in the morning until late at night. He is supportive of

David but often David withdraws, preferring to suppress his feelings

rather than discuss them.

He sees his physician everythree months and places much
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importance on the resuLts of his T4 count. He tends to ignore any

s¡'m.ptoms that occur between regular visits and will often not tell the

physician about them.

Mayùe Im too scared to bring it up because mayte it is
something that I should be worried about and I don't want
to worry about it. (Interview 7; p. 5)

David feels ashamed of his HW status. He denies getting HIV

through unsafe sexual activitybut feels that anyone who knows he has

HIV will assume it was through unsafe sex.

You hear all these things about how people getAIDS and
it's just the way I believe I contracted it because it wasn't
through sex so...I just sort of put myself in that same
category as like I'm teffified to tell anybody about it
because people think, "Oh you got it through unsafe sex,
don't you know anybetter" and that's what scares me a
lot. That you're labelled with this disease. (Interview 7; p. 6)

Ilis family knows he is gay and he has told only a few close

friends. To the outside world he projects an image of a young man living

with a friend. The realityis much different. He and his partner have

spoken about the risks and benefits of telling their families about David

having HIV. They would both gain support from their families but David

is reluctant to disclose.

What I think I want to do is mayte wait until there comes
a time that I am sick and then well tell them because I
don't want to put any extra pressure on either family. To
me, I think of it as what they don't know won't hurt them
like if they don't know about it they won't be worrying
about me all the time. (Interview 7; p. 9)
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David feels thattime is passingveryquicklyfor him. He feels

pressure to do things like travel while he is well. He has verylittle faith

in a future.

Like I want to go awayfor the weekend and hell (his
partner) say, "Well, I'm too busy with work". And lll say,
''WelI, let's do it because what if Im not able to next
weekend or whatever, let's do it now". (Interview 7; p. 8)

Having HfV has changed every aspect of his life. He has put

aside ¿my career aspirations, fearing that he may not be well enough to

succeed and that if employers find out, he will lose everything. He keeps

a large part of his life secret from his familywho would be a source of

great support to him. Many of his friends do not know that he is gay and

this secrecy is a source of friction between his partner and himself.

Reacling about IilV causes him an*ietybut he waits for a miracle drug,

hoping that medical science will provide him with a future. He remains

passive, counting the days as they pass, wondering when his allotted

numberwillrunout.

Robert

Robert is a confident man who is at ease in any situation. He runs

a very successful ñlm production companythat employs 30 people in

his home town as well as four on the West coast.

He was diagnosed two and a half years ago when he was tested

for HfV as part of an insu¡ance medical. He had avoided testing before

because he thought that if he tested positive, there was nothing to be
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The reality of having HfV is different from what he expected. He

finds he is taking less for granted now and that he has changed. He is

happy with thess sþanges.

You change and I think anybody, everybodywho gets the
news has to change in some way or other...'cause it is like a
major shock. (Interview 2;p.7)

He sees changes in himsslf in the wayhe conducts himself in his

professional life. He is more understanding of others but at the same

time less likelyto allow others to think they can lie to him or cheat in

some way. He describes how he hired a young man who told him thathe

had cancer as a teenager.

Th¡ee or four years ago I would have like, "Hey, I'm not
gonna hire this guy...what if he gets cancer again ? And lve
spent all the time and efforttraininghim and he's gonna die
on me". I hired him and he's done very well for our company
and he has problems with his health sometimes, but I
mean, you have to work around that. (Interview 2;p.23)

He gives more money to charity now and treats people more

kindty. He laughs when he describes how others react to this new

gentler Robert. He sees how he has changed when he looks at how

others behave.

I look at them and I think, uJeez,you're so bloody
mean"but I would have been the same way, you lcnow,like
three or four years ago...I definitelyprefer the me now.
(Interview 2;p.24)
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'Whereas before he was diagnosed he avoided anythingto do with

Ê[rV, now he scours medical journals and text books for new information.

He finds very few changes from year to year but feels that this search

for i¡formation i s empoweri-ng.

He travels to larger cities on a regular basis and uses those

oppoftunities to listen to what other people qrith HIV ¿rs d6ing to

maintain their health and avoid complications. He takes vitamins daily

and has started eating more fresh vegetables.

He told his friends immediately when he was diagnosed but is

careful to keep this information in the close circle.

The reason I wanted to keep it in such a tight circle too is I
thought, and I stiJl thinþ that there would be abandonment
in the business world. You know, I think that if people
knew, if I would be open about it to business colleagues, I
think that there would have been a lot of damage done.
(Interwiew 2; p. 13)

He has told one of his sisters but has not told his other siþlings.

He is one of nine children and he believes theywould be constantly

calling him to check on him. He has not told his parents who are elderly.

His business is very important to him and he derives a great deal

of pride in his personal achievements and the success of the company.

He has a partner in the comp¿uty and larows that should something

happen to him, the business would continue.



I guess for somebodylike me who has a business and has a
lot of people that are depending on me, Ive got to think
about it in terms of what is going to happen to this
business if I should die from this illness. Who's going to run
it and all of those things. You know I have to look at it that
way because I can't think fm going to be msking it
through this 1007o. I mean the possibility is there that two
or four years you hrow.. I can just look at the statistics
that I've got to think of things in terms of...if something
does happen, how is this business golngto carryforward ?
(Interview 2;p.7)

Money has always been important to Robert, both as a measure

of his success and as incentive to work harder. His long tern goals have

changed. He no longer thinks sf þg6ming a millionaire atíSyears of age

but rather uses his money to travel now and enjoy himself. He is firm in

his belief that he must have money put aside for when he becomes ill.

I want to be very prepared financially because, let's face it,
money and medication and the things to brixg comfort only
happen with resources unfortunately, but I want to make
sure I'm one of them that has them. (Interview 2;p. \7)

Having HfV has had a profound effect on Robert's life. He

manages to balance his daily life with hard work and extensive travel

which he enjoys. He has learned the value of personal change and doing

things differently. He sees the future realisticallybut does not allow that

vision to rob him of happiness in the present.
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Gordon is a quiet man who describes himself as a loner. He lives

with his partrer and their two dogs on a tree lined street. IIis daily life

revolves around the dogs; he takes them for walks and talks to them

constantly. tlis partner works and Gordon is responsible for most of the

housework and the cooking. He takes pride in their home and his ability

to provide healthy meals on a restricted budget. He is unable to work

due to a back rqiury.

He tested positive seven years ago. This was an enormous shock

to him and his response was to move from the city where he lived to a

small town in the interior of British Columbia.

Gordon has severe coron¿rry artery disease and this has more of

an impact on his daily life than the HIV. He takes many different

medications each day and the anti-retroviral tablets are just some of the

many different tablets and capsules.

He lives verymuch in the present and avoids dwelling on what

might have been. Work was very important to him and losing the abitity

to work has had a major impact on his life.

I hrow that my days are numbered you know. As soon as I
couldn't work anymore, that ended my future right there.
(interyiew 19; p. 5)

Living on a fixed income restricts how he lives and what he can do.

Holidays are virtuallyimpossible for him to afford. He uses his car as

little as possible because, if it breeks down, he may not have the money
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to fix it. He is talented at carpentry and has made changes to the house

of which he is justifiablyproud.

He has told his family about the HIV. His mother was supportive

but some of the other members had a more negative response. He

describes how one of his nephews avoided touching him at a recent

familyget together.

His wife said, Ðon'ttouch him (Gordon). Ifyoutouch him
you don't touch me". It makes you kind of feel shitty you
know. You think, 'I'djust like to grab a hold ofhim and just
give him a big hug like I did all my nephews, all my nieces".
(hrteryiew 10; p.8)

He keeps most of his feelings inside and wonders if perhaps this is

a contributing factor to his cardiac condition. He does not attend a

support group, partlybecause it is not his way, but also because his

parbrer, who is HIV infected, does.

I don't want to listen to him talking about things maybe
that he shouÌd be talking to me about.Like how come he's
bringing it up here, why didn't he bring that up at home and
stuffIike that. So you know, it's going to cause fuiction.
(Interview 10; p. 11)

Gordon thinks that his heart condition will probablykill him long

before the HfV. He had two major heart attacks three years after he

was diagnosed with HIV. He believes that having HfV alters the way

medical professionals treat his cardiac condition.

I think that they don't want to do anything where there's
going to be a blood situation'cause theyknow that Im
having HIV (positive). It's not a question of guessing "Well
is he HfV (positive) ?" Like they take precautions with any
blood situation now but, with me, like when they did the
angiogram, you should have seen the people, theywere just



absolutely covered in plastic. Everywhere. Even across
thei¡ face. The onlything that wasn't covered were their
eyes, you know. And I think as a matter of fact, the doctor
even wore glasses. (hrterview 10; p. 16)

Gordon hopes that someone will find an ans\iler to the many

questions concerning HIV. While realistic about the severity of his

cardiac condition, he longs for a cure for HfV.

I just wish they'd find a bloody ânswer for it. You krow, I'm
hoping that Im going to last long enough for that cure to
come through and then I wonder, "Is it going to be
reversible, you know ?" Even if it wasn't reversible it would
be fine because I could live with the T4 count that I've got
(Interview 10;p. 17)

Gordon is a man with many un¿utswered questions. It seems as if
he spends much time each day in silent introspection, mulling over what

has been and what is yet to come. All his life he has kept his feelings

inside and he continues to do this, unable to share, despite living with a

man he loves.

Conclusion

These naratives describe the journeys of ten individuals from

diagnosis with HIV infection until the present time. Each is unique and

mirrors the hopes and dreams of the storyteller. The following chapter

will describe the common themes in the experiences of these people as

theyjourney through life with HfV infection.
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FINDINGS

Intuoduction

This chapter includes a description of the analysis of the

quantitative data generated from the completion of the Mishel

IJncertainty in Ilness Scale (community form). As well, an anal¡æis of

the interviews are presented. The thematic analysis yielded an overall

phenomenon and five core experiences with associated actions.

Quantitative Data

Twentyfour questionnaires were completed over a one month

period. Individuals who were wi[ing to participate in the studywere

asked to meet qrith the researcher at a place and time convenient to

them. Except for one person, all chose to meet at their home. After

signing consent, the questionnaires were completed in an average of 10

minutes.

Of the twentyfour participants, only two were women. The

participants ranged in age from 23 to 50 and have between 3 and 20

years of education. The scores obtained on the Mishel Uncertaintyin

Illness Scale (community form) range from a low of 42 tn a high of 80

with a meân score of M. This range falls within the possible range of 23

to 115. In other studies using this scale, the mean was found to be

between 41 and 63. The me¿ur score of 64 for this studyis just

marginallyhigher.

Participants were asked to provide their age and the number of
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years of education attained. A Spearman Rank Correlation Cooefficient

was performed to investigate any conelation between age and score and

years of education and score. The correlation for age and score was - 0.2

( p = 0.3449) and the cortelation for education was - 0.07 (p = 0.7¿eS).

There is thus no comelation between either age or years of education and

the score obtained on the MTIIS-C. The comelation for years since

diagnosis and score for the ten individuals who were interviewed was -1

(p = 0.t158) using a Spearman Rank Correlation test. There is thus no

evidence to support any link between amount of uncertainty and length

of t'me since diagnosis.

Bivariate analysis of age and score indicated no significant

relationship 62 = 8;4 df; p = 0.0832) as did analysis of years of

education and score (X2 = 0.01; df 2; p = 0.9951).

Participants stated that the questionnaire was easy to use

however some of the questions did not applyto people who are not

receiving anytreafuent. In particular, questions 6, 11, 17,I8, and 20 all

pertain to disease related treahents.

Figure 3 shows the range of scores obtained bythe respondents.

Of the 24 respondents, ten were asked to participate in in-depth

interviews. Five of those scoring in both the high and low rangê of scores

agreed to be interviewed. Those with a score greater than 70 were

regarded as high scorers. Those with scores below 55 were regarded as

low scorers. This was determined by studying the range of scores in

Figure 3 and determining the high and low range.
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Figure 3. Scores on the Uncertainty in Ilness Scale

Qualitative Data

The ten interviews took place in participants'homes between

mid-December 1994 and midJanuary 1995. Consent was obtained form

the individuals prior to beginning the interwiew. It was e4plained that the

participant could terminate the interview at anytime and could also

refuse to answer any question. The interviews lasted from 45 tn 75

minutes. They were recorded and transcribed by a professional typist

hired by the researcher.

The narratives from these interviews are presented in chapter

five. Information from these interviews seems to support Mishel's

reconceptualisation of the Uncertaintyin Illness theory. Although this
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sample of ten individuals living with Hrv infection is small, it appears

that living with a life th¡eatening illness does result in the development

of a new perspective on life as Mishel suggests.

A summary of the ten individuals who participated in the

interviews is presented below. Namss have been changed to protect

anonSmity.

Name Aee Gender Sære
Tim

30
male h&

Stan
38

male low

Ron
39

male hish

Jake
45

male low

Gail
4T

female hich

Bill
30

male hish

Greg
45

male low

Robert
35

male hish

David
27

nale low

Gordon
50

male low

Figure 4. Description of parhicipants

The thematic analysis resulted in the description of a

phenomenon resulting from living with uncertainty and five core

experiences. The phenomenon, Gaining a New Perspective on Life,

describes the response to living with uncertainty about HrV infection

and the futu¡e. The five core experiences illustrate how individuals
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organise their lives within this new perspective. They can be described

as Surviving the HIV Diagnosis, Taking Care, Living in the Present,

Seeking Support, and Appreciating the Positive.

Anumber of actions are identified within each core experience. In

Surving the HfV Diagnosis the actions include beating the odds,

changing expectations, surviving in good health, and beginning to hope.

In Taking Care, the actions include embracing spiritual beliefs,

monitoring stress, making lifestyle sþanges, seeking medical advice,

avoiding infecti ons, and acces sing inform ation. P articip ants des cribed

Living in the Present as changing goals, peking everymoment count,

and viewing the future. Seeking Support involves controlling

information, telling family and friends, ¿sking for help, drawing closer to

others, and attending a support group. The final core experience,

Appreciating the Positive makes use of the actions of enjoying life

without regrets, changing personal attitudes, gaining greater

understanding, enjoying relationships, contributing to society, and

dealingqrith death.

The phenomenon, core ex¡periences and actions are presented in

Figure 5.



Phenomenon
Qeining a New Perspective

Core experience
SuryingtheHIV

Diagnosis

Taking Care

Living in the Present

Seeking Support
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Actions
Beating the odds
Changing expectations
Sunriving in good health
Beginning to hope

Embracing spiritual beliefs
Monitoring stress
Making lifestyle chan ges
Seeking medical advice
Avoirl i n g other infections
Actessing information

Changing goals
Making every moment count
Viewing the future

Conholling information
Jsììing family and friends
Asking for help
Drawing closer to othe
Attending a support group

Enjoying life without regrets
Changing personal attitudes
Geinin g greater understanding
Enjoying rel ationships
Contributing to society
Dealing with dealth

Ap€datingùehsiti\re

Figure 5. Themes

Thematic Analysis

Introduction

Analysis of the interviews is intended to yield a systematic

description of the themes and issues peTtaining to the phenomenon

under study. The method used in this studywas drawn from a method of

analysis suggestd byPhilip Burnard (1991) and is detailed in Chapter

Three.
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Developing a New Perspective

The perspective one has on life may be described as the way one

views life and how one evaluates events and relationships within the life

experience. All the participants described beins diagnosed as IIrv
positive as a pivotal event in their lives. This has over time caused a

shift in the waytheyview life. For some, this new perspective on life is

positive and they acknowledge that having HrV infection has altered

their view of themselves and the world they live in for the better. For

others, having HfV has robbed them of a futu¡e and while theyhave

developed a new perspective on life, itis one which is bitter-sweet.

For many the diagnosis came as a shock while for others it was

e>çected but remains an event that forever changed the way things are

for them. Some individuals had avoided testing before that time despite

acknowledged riskfactors. For others there was no suspicion or

recognition that theyhad in factparticipated in high risk activities.

Diagnosis was totallyunexpected for them and for m¿rny of these

individuals, it has taken a long time to integrate having the virus into

dailylife.

Over time, all these individuals have besun to see their lives and

the world theylive in from a ne\il perspective. For a few of the

participants, their opinion of themselves has changed and theyfeel dirty

and ashamed. HIV infection carries a stigma and people may feel judged

byothers. Being diagnosed vrith HIV infection meâns that other people

have knowledge, real or ¡rerceived, of your sexual practices or substance
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use habits. Society views cerbain sexual practices or injection drug use

as deviant and thus participation in either or both of these is also seen

as deviant. The majority of participa¡rts however, have found living with

HrV to be the impetus to begin looking at themselves with honesty and

at the world around them with clarity. These individuals maybe those

who have accepted their sexual orientation and are comfortable with

who they are. They are not ashamed and do not perceive the stigma in

the same Ìr'ay as those who feel dirbybecause of the diagnosis.

Relationships are seen as very important and something to be

treasured more than possessions and money. Some re¡lise that one

cannot change the world; only one's self can be changed a¡rd in that way

the world is somehow different.

People have seen themselves grow as a result of having this

disease and are firm in their belief that this growth would not have

occurred w.ithout the HIV as impetus. This growth is seen as distinct

from maturation.

For some, HfV has seen the beginning of a new phase in which

they look after themselves better; one man stopped drinking alcohol,

some have begun to pay more attention to the level of stress in their

lives, and others have changed their dietaryhabits. Afew of the

individuals have become active in the political or educational arena

They have begun to contribute to this new community they belong to,

the community of the HfV infected. For those who attend a support

group regularly, this sense of community is veryreal. For others who are
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more isolated, this sense of belonging is less developed but there is an

uns¡rcken identitywith others who a¡e infected, a feeling of belonging or

being somehow different from those who are uninfected. One individual in
particular has seen his spiritual life take on ¡sü' msaning and

importance. He is more open to different ideas and experiences and has

become much more introspective.

Life after diagnosis with HWinfection is verydifferentfrom life
before even if the individual suspected that he or she might be infected.

Developing a new perspective on life seems to take place over time and

the individuals interviewed appear to maintain this perspective through

five distinct processes. These are illustrated bythe following five core

experiences.

Survivine the HfV Dias.nosis

For many, beins diagnosed v¡ith Hrv infection seemed to be a

death sentence. Preconceived ideas and common beliefs eight or nine

ye¿¡.rs ago led many to avoid testing. When an individual found out he or

she was indeed HrV infected, the first thought may have been that he or

she would soon be dead and that there was no hope. over time, people

discover that diagnosis is not an immediate death sentence and that
theyhave survived the diagnosis and must now face living with Hn¡
infection.

one woman was tested while injail; the nu¡se told her she had

ArDS and her immediate response was "I am going to die". she lsrew

virtually nothing about the natural history of HrV infection and the
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response of the prison staffwas to call a priest to see her and place her

on24 hour suicide watch.

ft's a room that's just bars and a bed where they can see
me 24 hours a day cause they thought I might kill myself
which doesn't make sense because fm going to die urry*"y.

Over time this woman has learned more about HfV and has

realised that immediate death is not the reality of an HrV diagnosis.

I thought yoq get sick once and you die. But no. you get
sick, you get better and you can get sick agein and gét
better and there are so many diseases you can ger.

Erçectations of longevityrange from immsfi¿þ death to a few

years. One man thought he would die within six months.

I thought back then that if you got HfV it was immsfi¿þ,
you know, six months (and) you're gone. And then I started
reading about people tiving like eight, têtr, twelve or more
yearl and that's what really changed. I thought that if you
g-ot tle HfV infection that you were gorng to be gone very
shortly.

I kept thinking it was going to be immediate. I thought it
was diagnosis and then death. I didn't realise there was life
after diagnosis.

Another man describes coming to the realisation that death is not

going to come soon.

I think you really think that you're going to be gone just like
that, you krrow. (But) you're not, you say,"I'm here, Im still
alive, youhrow".



These experiences may be described as 'beating the odds,, 
"ril ",

the actions within the core experience of Surviving the HrV Diagnosis.

The action of 'changing expectations'is used bypeople as they

try to balance what they think will happen with what is actually

occurring in their lives.

I had moments when I fi¡st, rliscovered it that, J¡ou kney, 1
thought "Well, I1l just cash everything in and im going to
go and take a bþ vacation " and then I thought'Well, what
if I blow all my money then my worst fear is going to be
realised, berng impoverished".

Some describe developing an attitude after diagnosis where

personal health and preventive care is ignored because there doesn't

seem to be anypoint if you are going to die.

I think every HfV person goes through it and some don,t
get qut of it, that this is the end. Why bother getting teeth
fixed because you're going to be dead. Why boths¡ doing this
because you're going to be dead. Well, I got over that stage.

one man was devastated bythe diagnosis; he had no idea that his

test would be positive. He describes the interaction with his physician on

learningthe news.

I though this is the end of mylife, right. Im going to be gone
in months. But then he (the physician) was really
comforting because he said, "Don't wony about it. Even
lhough you are positive it's not the end of the world. People
Iive for years and years with this virus".

Although somewhat comforted this man still thought he did not

have much t'me left. "This is the last year Im going to see."

Ifowever, after some months had passed, he realised that he had
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indeed survived longer than he had originallythoughtpossible. It was

then that he began to see what may lie ahead; that he could outlive the

prediction oflongevitythathe had set for himself. This attitude defines

the action of 'surwiving in good health'.

Like after six months I accepted it, that I was HW. But
then after about six months I st¿rted to realise, yea, this is
it, may as well make the best of what you've got.

One man describes how he was told to expect about two years

before he would die. Eight years later he remains healthy.

I was told that probably I could look at about two years,
Fooled them...I've grown somewhat complacent with my
longevity.

Some were told what to expect from their physicians. That this

was "an eventual death sentence."

My doctor was very thorough in explaining what was going
to happen and everything else, that your T4s were going to
go down and eventually it was, you were, I was going to
wind up with full blown AIDS and it was just a matter of
time one way or another though it was prettydefinite that
I was going to die you know.

When the expected does not happen, when the person seems to

be Surving the HfV Diagnosis, a variety of reactions occur. Within these

reactions is the action of 'beginning to hope'.

Five years ago or five and a half years ago I was tested
positive and I didn't think I would ever get to this point and
sit back and go, "Well Im still here and fm still healthy
which is great".
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one person changed physicians afb,er beins diagnosed and went to

a specialty E[rV clinic.

The clinic gave me hopg, told me what to do. What things
that I can do to strengthen myself and increase my life-
ex¡lectancyend well, Im still her aren't I ?

This man attributes his survival to taking care of himsslf and to a

positive attitude. Others see no personal responsibitityfor longevitybut

rather that this is due to luck.

I seem to be lucþ. HW wise anyhow, you know. I haven't
gotten any (oppoúunistic infections). I must have a mild
shain. It's taken a long time.

For those that have l¡rrown about their Hrv infection for a

number of years that feeling of fear and certain death is a distant

memory.

There's many stages in life and also stages in HIV. So you
get to a certain point that you sometimes forget about the
p_ast.How you first felt. And when new people come into
the support group with a lot of anger, a lot õf hysteria
about it, it's a reminder. To remind yourself that that,s how
you used to be and that maybe you c¿rn help, give them
some support for the to get out of that stage.

These ten individuals have all exceeded what they thought would

be the length of their life after being diagnosed- For some that length of

time was an arbitrarynumber of months or years, formed from a

general opinie¡1 and a lack of howledge about the natural history ofHfV

infection. Some were told what to e:pect by health care professionals

based on medical howledge from the early days of treating HIV and
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ArDS. Through the actions of beating the odds, changing expectations,

sundvingin good health, and beginning to ho¡re, theyhave survived the

HfVdiagnosis.

Takine Care

The pursuit of health while living vrith HIV encompasses

spiritual, psychological, and physical dimensions. The action of

'embracing spiritual beliefs'is illustrated by those for whom reþious
faith is important and has become a source of great comfort and

strength.

I pray a lot. Yea, myreligious beliefs are deep held but I
can, in prayer I can talk to God, like if I haven't talked to
!!Vo1e else all day, I can talk to him. Like he's my best
f iend. And do all that sharing a¡rd thanksgrving and praise
and ask for help and guidance as well. And thaús a source
of comfort for me.

None ofthe individuals interviewed attend church services but

manyhad a sense of a higher power.

I've ex¡randed my spirituality in the aspect of how one has
to commit with whatever God that theybelieve there is.
one has to connect with that and God could be yoursetf and
you have to reconnect to yourself.

One men attributed his sense ofwell beingto his feelings of

spirituality.

r would like to think it's my sense of spirituality or my inns¡
growth. It could be luck reall¡ but I just like tothink it.

Without HIV I would still have been a victim. I was a
victim all my üfe. HIV has meant learning about my life... I
plan to walk with the gds, not ahead of them, not behind
them, but with the gods, and that's basically what it's
taught me. It's getting beyond fear.
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Monitoring stress'is another action used in taking care. The role

that stress plays in lifle is important to these individuals. Some believe

that stress will lower their T4 count and witl ask for a T4 count to be

done whenever theyfeel that theyhave experienced sbessful events.For

example, if r go through a stressful period then r always want to get my

T4s checked because I how that that has, I believe that the two things

that most profoundly affect my health are stress management and

attitude and so if rve had a particularly difficult go around then lll
boogie in there (doctor's office) to get T4s checked.

For some people, the level of their T4 count is veryimportant and

they wait for the results nervously.

I_wish they'd take a T4 count everymonth, you krow, but
theyonly do it about every second or third oi fourth month.

When I first got tested and I got my fi¡st T4 count and it
was verylow, it was like 270, andl realised now that it was
the stress of all that because in the next few years the
meanjumped up to around 400 and now it's at 800 or less
again.

Sometimes the daityexperiences ofliving are stressful in

themselves. Those who are employed must bry to lessen the effects of

stress in the worþlace.

I rhink I probably cou]d have taken on a lot more work than
I reallyhave. Like we've got a reallygood reputation in this
business and I think that I could have taken on a lot more
than we presently have but I don't because like along with
a lot more work comes a lot more stress.
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The sfuess of working and whatwas going on atwork and
what was going on with my health, and people at work
wondering are you positive or do you have AIDS and are
you gay and all of that running around at work didn't help
any. So the stress was a major problem and I think I've
taken a lot of the stress out of my life.

For those who are deliberatelyhying to live life differently

because they are HrV infected, there may be stress inherent in making

the changes purported to improve the qualityof life.

'Cause there are so many stressors gomg on for me...you
Lcrow, these lessons of giving yourself permission and doing
it just for yourself. They all sound great but they are very
hard for me to institute.

Controlling stress mayinvolve meditation, listening to music,

relaxation tapes, or simplytaking time out to go for a walk

I go for a walk and I think and I talk to myself.

I've got my music room and I listen to it (music) in my care
as well. I put it on a good station...I tend to more tranquil
music at home and then I tend to listen to upbeat music
while I'm driving. I love music.

Myself meditation ls |isþningto quiet or fuanquil music...I
call it loving music in that it has loving thoughts. It could be
contemporar¡r music, classical, tribal. I call it healing music
because it tends to heal the inner spirit wither bymusic or
by the words or the message.

I do a lot of selÊmeditation and inner searching and it tends
to ground me too. Some people would think that it's a waste
of time but I find that it is more helpful because you
actually don't waste time. You recollect your thoughts and
look atyour goals a¡rd redefine yourself again. And
sometimes you get offcourse but selÊmeditation helps you
redefine where you want to go.
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stressed out from work or whatever, I use a relaxation tape
for when I go to bed. Just lay down and relax.

For many of these individuals, getting the news about being Hrv
positive forced then to make lifestyle changes and this is the third action

used in the core ex¡leris¡ss feking Care.

It put a whole new responsibility on me to deal with the
virus in a productive way and keep myself well.

I feel like I'm treating myself as well as I know how to treat
lqyself...if someone feels or tells me that maybe I've been
doing something wrong and I could be treating myself
better, I will listen to them and saythat I will hryit.

ft's not always been but even more so now, in my mind,
that I take good care of my body as far as eating, getting
good rest, not overdoing or anything. Trying to eliminate as
much as possible any stress that I have in my life.

some of the participants seem to have gained a sense of what the

body is þlling them and they are more res¡ronsive to signals from within.

I watch more as to what I put into my body and what's
going on with mybody and I paymore attention to what I
do than what I don't do. Really make sure that I take care
of myself so for me it's got to a point where it's almost the
best thing that's happened to me.

Like you st¿rt to think aboutyour body and it's health and
I've always been sort of in tune with what's happening
inside and if there's something wrong I can sense it or feel
iL
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Taking care of oneself mayprecipitate other changes too. One

man has managed to lower his blood pressure by changing his diet.

Ive managed through mylifestyle changes and whatnotto
get offthe blood pressure medications which is a real treat
after eight or nine years of that.

Ive packed up drinking, packed up smoking, changed my
diet considerably...a gradual process of improving my
lifest¡de to achieve longevity.

One of the common ways people take care of themselves is

throughdiet.

fve changed my diet. I eat...f'm starting to eat a lot better
now than what I used to.

I've been following that Canada Food Guide where I've been
eating all my portions that I'm supposed to and what more
can I do ? Like Im eating healthy. I don't drink- I don't
smoke. And at most times I feel healthy.

I used to eat ir:regularly. Now it's on a more regular basis
that I eat.

f was thinking of going to one of those support groups
cause you want to larow what other people are doing to
stay healthy like what they are eating, what kinds of
things.'Cause you hear so much about all these herbs and
thatthatwill help.

I'm much less cavalier about my health and my control
and what I can do now. I made a big effort this summer to
eat rþht and exercise.

Many people take vitamin ¿¡d minsral supplements. For those on

a fixed income, this may not be possible as they tend to be fairly

expensive and are not covered by Social Assistance.
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Like if theyhelp, they help. f mean, I can afford to buy
them. Why not take them ?

And I really believe and I believe this because I keep
running into a common denominator with this, with the
people that I talked to who are into vitamins in some way
or enother. And I believe that, you know, certain things are
good for people that are HfV positive.

fm not sithing and popping tons of pills every day. I have
certain ones that I take like garlic and I take a lot of
vitanin C, a lot more than f ever used to, and zinc and folic
acid, some of the things that I've heard are low in HfV
positive people.

If,s very routine. It's in the morning. I put them in my front
shirt pocket a¡rd when I get to work..Another thing that
fm doing a lot of, Im eating a lot of canots. I actually enjoy
them no\il so I eat my carrots and ttren I'll take my pills
duringtheday.

Most people recognise the detrimental effects of alcohol, nicotine,

and other substances and attempt to cut down or eliminate these

substances from their lives.

IVe prettywell changed my drinking of alcohol and beer
and that probably is the reason my T4 count is quite high.

Ijust want to say one thing about the impact of alcohol
and your immune s¡rutem. I found in my own little
uncontrolled test, that my tobacco cessation had a much
more profound effect on T4s than my alcohol cessation.

fm fighting this sober and clean, like not doing no drugs and
Im sober.

I think also the drinking cessation has had a major impact
on how I feel and not only from the physical standpoint.
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'seeking medical advice'is one of the ways of taking care. Most of

the individuals interwiewed had relativelyhigh T4 counts and were not on

any medication. They tend to see a physician two or three times a year

to get routine blood tests performed and between visits, they Lcrow that

they can contact their health care professional by telephone should they

have a concern.

I onlygo when there's a problem. The only t'ms I see the
doctor is, I think it's twice a year, just to get myT4 cells
done and just regular blood work and stufflike that unless
something comes up.

Because f'm so healthy I get my tests done every six
months, just to see how fm doing and chat with lhe doctor.

The natu¡e of the relationship between client and physician is

important. Knowing that the physician has experience working with
HIV infection promotes confidence.

\ilhen I got fed up with my (first) doctor's lack of knowledge
on the subject and decided to go to the clinic where I had -
been told I should have gone in the first place but I had
been reticent to go through the pre- and post-test
counselling, because I figured I knew what f was talking
about... I might as well be where theyknow the most and
that was the point at which I reallyturned around.

Some feel that they ask for medical intervention when they have

tried to deal with the problem bythemselves and need help. This

promotes the idea of a partnership between the individual and health

care professionals.
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months is up. I also feel that I'm in touch enough *itn
yhqt's gging on in my body that if fve gof a froblem that I
don't understand or ðan't ielate ø anyËperiñr tuiog, th;t I
go and get it sorted out.

Not everybody likes doctors... but when something comes
up, I phone my doctor and my doctor wilr say, "coñu rigttt
in, we'll havg a look atyou" or.Go to the noõóit¿
emergency lgltt- aTaI, Íll lgt them krrow yoú're on your
wayand weLl take itfrom there".

'cause of I do have anyproblems or whatever, ril þll them
lnd my_doctor asks me all the time rike if rm â"pt"rÀ"a u
lot or if I ever think about suicide or... I don't want to kill
myself, I want to live.

Taking care also involves avoiding others with colds and flu. This
action can be described as'avoiding other infections'. Although all the
participants recognised that they would not get seriously ill if they did
catch a cold, most of them were cautious about being in contact with
people who were snee"ing and coughing.

I avoided peoplejor a while and veryquicklylearned, as
soon as that cold and flu season started, thät if I was going
to live like this r was going to have to live in a bubble. " o

If I hrow that somebody's got a cold or flu or whatever, r
kind of keep mydistanóe. -

rf I know that somebody's got something that might affect
me, Ijust take myprecautions, you know. If they"cough rÏ
turrr myhead the other waywithout even, some-timeJ
without eventhi¡king about it. Ijust sort of go like that
cause they didn't turn their head.

If ry-"þdy's really sniffling up a storm, then I watch
things like Kle^enex they thrów around and wash my hands
and wash my face and wash my moustache and urät t<ina
of stuff.



The last action in Taking care is that of 'accessing informa;:i'.
Finding out about HrV is another way of taking care. The search for

lcrowledge can start at any time and takes place in many different

ways. It may begrn soon after diagnosis as the person attempts to cope

with having Hrv. Formal strategies for gaininginformation include

tåildng to health care providers and subscribing to treafment bulletins.

Informal sources of information include talking to other HrV infected

individuals and gathering information from the media

I w-as going through that period of trying to cope and trying
to deal with myseH being positive, the néed foi informaiioñ
and more involvement on my part was getting greater.

When I was first diagnosed we got pamphlets and that. The
onty thing now I really look for is infomãtion on new drugs
that they are making or test'ng and if anything else is
working.

Information is available from many different sources and people

use what they can and in whatever format best suits them.

I read it in the newspapers or see it on TV. That's enough.

I subscribe to some treatment bulletins from the States,
Toronto, andVancouver and bryto keep up with what's
happening in the bigger communities.

I bonow librarybooks. I grilt myHfVnurse, call about a lot
ofthings.

I get information from my doctor and lll go to the library
and see what theyhave and general information for the-
news which half the time I don't go with because the way
the media blows things out of proportion. Id rather turn
around and get it from a researcher and my o\pn personal
doctor than from the news.
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Just reading different articles and whabrot in the paper or
attending seminars...we attended a seminar on alternative
medicines and this sort of thing. Anything that comes up
like this I will attend to check to see if there's maybe
something to it.

Most acknowledge that there is a great deal of information and it
is difficult to absorb it all. There are also some times when people seem

more in need of information than others. Keeping up with the vast

amount of information available may also pose problems for people with

[mited time or enerry.

I corrld probablybe more larowledgeable but where do you
stop ? The quest could be continual and the information is
-changing daily and you could make it a life quest to try and
Fu"p up with it. I deal with it at the time whèn something
happens and Im not going to go on a life's crusade of
following everything that's being developed or researched.

There are so many drug studies and this test and that and
printed articles that most of it I just let slip by. But now
and again there is something that I read that clicks and
makes sense that helps me understand things.

At one point I really didn't want to be bothered with what
was going on with all of these therapies because I really
didn'twantto think aboutwhatwas goingon and what
may hgpen and what may not happen so I tried to stay
away from it. But then I decided at one point that Im
responsible for mypersonal health care and if I don't know
what's happening....

For those who attend a support group, that forum becomes a

place to share inforuation. This is particularly useful for those who do

not have access to the library or who may be unable to understand
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articles injournals or even the newspaper.

rn our group it's quite informative and we find out the latest
issues and some people are quite into that so I do hear
about it which is quite interest'ng.

And now I go through the stuffwhen it comes in and if
there's something about an OI (opportunistic infection)
that a friend of mine is having trouble with then I try and
pass the information along.

However, gaining information can have negative effects

particularly when therapies once touted as promising are reported as

not being useful aft,er all. People with HrV place great importance on

new advances and findings because there have been so few successfu-l

treatments in the past.

If I read an article about something, a new test they're
doing or whatever, and they fail and that really gets me
down. So I trynot to read anything about it.

Taking care is an important part of living with HfV. It contains

many of the actions people use in daily activity including embracing

spiritual beliefs, monitoring stress, making lifestyle changes, seeking

medical advice, avoiding other infections, and accessing information.

Livinein the Present

All the individuals interviewed described a heightened sense ofthe

importance of every day. This may be felt in a positive sense for some or

in a negative sense when thinking there is no future.Living in the

present involves the actions of 'changing goals', haking every moment
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count', and'viewing the future'. Living in the present profoundly alters

the waypeople respond to events in their lives.

Life before Hrvfor manyof these individuals meantplanning a

career and setting long term goals. This has now changed. For some the

change is profound.

Well, at times there is no future. I can't see the future. It's
just the present, what's going on now.

There's reallyno past or future.

I really don't plan far ahead. I just take it on a daily basis.
Everything's changing all the time and sometimes that's
even hard to keep up with.

In the past I'd be thinking, "Well, two years from now
maybe I'm going to take a trip to Europe" or something like
that and of course now I can't think of things like that.

I think I take myprofessional life a little, look at it a little
differentlynow. To me there is no more further
developments for a career and at my age I actually should
have a career alreadv.

Some, particularly those who have seen only minor changes in

their T4 count, are able to look ahead but plans tend to be made in the

short rather than in the long term.

I can't really set any long term goals. I hopefully will be
around in the next 10 or 15 years. I might not but Im just
setting short term goals. One of the plans is byJune we're
planning on getting into a house. I haven't set any major
goals that I want to get through.
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The second action in ttris core experience, haking everymoment

count', stems from an intensityin livingin the here and now. Some

recognise thatthere will be a tomorrow while for others the experiences

of this momentin time are enough.

I feel like I want to make sure that today is good and want
to do a little preparation to avoid major disasters tomorrow
and that's about all I worry about.

I don't procrastinate about things, I sort of look for now.

I'm more conscious of time. It's just I don't want to waste
it. Ive gotten to the point where there's no point in me
wor:rying about things that have happened in the past
because I can't change the past and it's my responsibility
to take care of what's going to happen to me in the future.

If I'm having a really good time I don't want it to end.

One man found that he could not maintain the intensity of living

purely in the present and making each and every moment count.

And although it's unforbunate that you've got less time, you
just do the best with what you can but you can't overdo it
and you can't stufftoo much stuffin there. lve tried it. It
doesn't work. You can't maintain that intensity. Practically
it doesn'twork

Living in the present is not necessarily easy. Many of those

interwiewed saw it as yet another part of working to live within the

confines ofthe illness.

I just make the best of each day, each day as it goes by. I
don't normally plan ahead or anything. I just take each day
as it comes.
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to happen at the end of the year or anything like that. Once
it comes, it comes.

lm going to do what I can today and enjoy my life while I
can and I'm going to live it to the fullest and what I can't do
then I can't do it. I'm just going to have to accept tåat.

[m more conscious of what I do right now and on a day-to-
day basis I do things that I would norrnally not do like t¿ke
care of myself, sit down and spend three or four hours
reading a book as opposed to saying, "Oh well, Ive got lots
and lots of time, fll do this next week". I figure well, I feel
Iike doing it now, Im going to do it now because you never
lcrow, next week I might be deathlyill and dead in two
weeks. So I do live more in the day and take care of myself
and do what I want to do for me as opposed to doing what
other people want me to do for them.

Living rsith HIV does not take away all goals. It is still possible to

look to the future but there is an emphasis on keeping goals and d¡eams

well anchored to the present and to what is possible now. This is the

third and final action in this theme, the action of Viewing the future'.

Maybe I1l plan for six months down the road but that's it.
Nothingfurther.

Im trying to live, believe it or not, a healthy normal life day
to day. And I tryto make small goals, not long goals, short
ones.

Ive shortened long term goals in terms of more current
holidays. Like you know, right now I'm thinking of a car tr{p
to the States so I dwell on that.

I altered the long term goals. You krrow, like I don't sit and
think about at 55Im going to have a million dollars and Im
gorngtoretire.
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and healthy of doing sgmething. Like making a Europãan
trip a1d planning another one again for nextþar anã this
sort of thing. You're making the best of the time and
opportunity as it happens and comes now.

The ability to look beyond the immediate is affected by physical

and mental well-being. If one feels weak or tired it maybe difficutt to

think beyond what is happening now.

sometimes mymotivation and drive just isn't there and I
won't do whatever it is I'm supposed to do. So that s why I
just do it on a daily basis.

Living in the present affects the relationships these individuals

have. There are both positive and negative aspects to this. while their
partners may find the intensity and spontaneity exciting at times, there

are also times when a reluctance to plan for the future maybe

frustrating for spouses and partners.

There is some talk that my girlf iend may move in. We,re
undecided about thi-s, whether the relationship is going to
continue or not. Although it's causing me quite of lot oi
consterna4on, Im just enjoying now, the quiet day and not
worrying about if it's going to work or if it's not going to
work. I'm bymyself now. Im enjoying this private
relationship rather than concentrating on what might be.

one man expresses verypowerfullythe benefits, as he sees them,

of living in the here and now. This clearlyillustrates the expanding

spiritualitythat has grown from his experiences ofliving withHrV. He

has embraced the fragile nature of life itself and has developed a

philosophy for his life today.
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I look at things that are important now, things that I
should do now. I believe that it's important totell people
you love them and not wait until you're dead and ¡u¡è¿ in
some ceremony. It's important to do things now. ft's
important to tell people you care for them and you love
them or show them or do the bestyou can now. Heaven is
here and now for me. People tend to wait for heaven before
they can be nice. Heaven's the here and now and if when I
die, there is nothing else, at least the last bit of
consciousness that I will have in my head is that I Lcrew I
left love behind for the other generations that will grow up
and that's all that's important in the end.

Living in the present affects all dimensions of the human

e>çerience. rt involves changing goals, making every moment count, and

also viewing the future. It takes work but there are benefits to be

derived although these maybe tempered bythoughts of what might

have been.

Seekine Support

All the individuals interwiewed spoke ofthe importance of other

people in their lives and the support they derive from these

relationships. Some people share their feelings with onlyone other

person; others relyon a circle of friends who are committed and

trustworth/. Famiìy relationships are a vital source of support for some.

The presence of trained volunteers also provides support as do health

care professionals. Attendance at regular meetings of a support group

provides many of these individuals with contact with people who

understand what the experience of living \rith HIV is like on an intensely

personal level.

Seeking support makes use of the actions of controlling
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information, telling family and foiends, asking for help, drawing closer to

others, and attending a support group.

The individuals interviewed all felt a need to control who they told

of the diagnosis and when theywere told. This maybe one way of

asserting some control in a situation where the individual had very little
real control over what has happened. Some chose to t€ll only a select

number of people in the family others have not told elderly parents who

maywell die before there are anyvisible signs of ill health in the infected

individual.

I told my closest sister about it right in the beginning. And
that's when we discussed how much further this should go.

I got a few phone calls from family members and their
basic problem was not that I was HfV positive but that I
didn't tell them ¿my sooner. It was just "Whydidn'tyou tell
us, you've done this all this time byyourself and alone and
we could have been there for you".

The support of family is very important. The action here is that

of Ételling family and friends'. Manytold their families and, afber an

initial period of adjustment, have continued their interactions as before.

Mymom phoned and she cried and I cried and she said, "It
doesn't change the way I feel about you, you're my son, f
still love you". She is very up-to-date on the HfV and AIDS
issue. I sent her a book when I found out. My whole family
has read it and are still very accepting of me. They say,
"Well, you're the same person as you were yesterday so
what would be the difference ?". And my mom is always
asking me, "How are you feeling ? How are you doing ?Am I
eating right ?Am I exercising ?" Typical mother questions.
W'e're much closer now than what we were.
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I don't know how they handled it amongst themselves, it's
their own business, but they beceme supportive almost
immsdi¿tely. Got themselves educated and like parents do,
tþey phone me with every quick cure... they calõd me when
they discovered AZT lli'the newspaper andl had been
taking it for like a year.

They (parents) love me and so they were able to overcome
their fears to the point of not worrying about it as much.

Friends play an imporbant role in the lives of these individuals.

Some people have maintained the friendships that they have made over

the years but have included new friends, generallyother HrV positive

people, into their circle. These f iendships are strong and committed and

the openness in these relationships is freeing for the infected person.

There's a lot of friends that I've made as a result of my HfV
connections and those friends are particularlygood. There,s
no more secrets and that's a very nice place to be.

The circle of friends that I have, a lot of them are HfV
p_ositive and it's something that I really enjoy being around
these peoqle but I don't want it to be all of what's iñ my life.
I get together mainly with people that I really enjoy. They
know me so well that theyknow I wouldn't want to
constantly talk about it (HIV).

I've always been fortunate enough to have a group of
friends that were very supportive and I was able ø... it
wasn't a secret that I kept for very long. I shared it pretty
quicklywith myfriends.

The social relationships I maintain now are averyfew,
very strong committed relationships whereas before I
might have had many aquaintances. A lot of people would
get together but it was always very superficial.
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The act of reaching out and talking about what one is going

through is the beginning of support. Communication is the first step and

although disclosure of HIV status may be frightening, to many this is

the beginning of a lifetime of sharing and love.

One good thing I know that I have and one thing I don't
ever want to let go of ever, is the basic open
communication between people. I'm finding thatif you can
talk about it you're starting to heal within yourself.

When you telt somebody something that's devastating like
being gayor HfV positive, even if theydon't understand it,
if they come around it shows how buly much they love you.

I have to talk out to another person and also hear my ideas
to see if they are correct because there's no use keeping
your ideas in your head...Until you hear it in talking with
somebody else, with some feedback, you don't progress.

Trained professionals and volunteers are an important form of

support particularlyfor people who live far from home or don't have

manyfriends theycan depend on.. Volunteers are generallyused when

people have problems maintaining physical independence but

sometimes they are a listening ear in the night when everyone else is

asleep or a non-judgemental soundingboard when familyis far away.

Mydoctor would phone me here at home, make sure I was
okay. That makes me feel good'cause it tells me that my
doctor cares. You länow, they're not stone cold and the
doctor and I do talktogether.

They(the volunteers) take me to and from shopping and
paylngbills. But there's always an opportunityto sit down
and have coffee with them at a restaurant, talk about
something...and I lorow it's more of a friendship thing than
doing a volunteer obligation because you get involved in
their lives too and quicklytheir concerns become yoru"s.
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When individuals have disclosed to the important people in their

lives the response has been positive and often the relationships have

been enriched. This can be described as the action of 'drawing closer to

others'. There are descriptions ofgreat understanding and a closeness

that did not existbefore.

It just seemed to bring us closer. A lot closer together. I
remember when I first went to the doctor that day and he
told me and I thought "Well, Im going to be alone now for
the rest of my life, he's (partner) going to take offand he
doesn't want anything to do with me". But he's very
supportive.

A lot of support comes from my partner. He's pretty
understanding about what's going on in my life and when
I'm feeling good he's quite happy, but when I'm not he's
worried about it but he doesn't make an issue of it.

The final action in Seeking Support is 'attending a support group'.

Many of these participants attend a support group regularly. The

sharing and mutual support is vitally important particularly because all

the members of the group have gone through many of the same stages

in the course of living with this disease. One man describes the members

of the group as his family.

The support group are some of the six to sixteen best
friends I have ever had. It's not like I would have gotten to
know any of these people any other way. With the
exception of my own blood brother, I consider them all my
family. All my own brothers.

In our group we very seldom talk about our T4 count which
is good. We larow the people who are ill and that's
important.
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Talking to them on a regular- basis and helping them
through their problems heþs me a lot. And it opens my
eyes and just reminds me that this could be me and r cãul¿
be.having_these problems and Im really happy to be
helping other people get through their probleås.

rt is clear that in seeking support, many find themselves in a

supporting role which is ofben of great benefit. Seeking support involves

controlling information, telling family and friends, asking for help,

drawing closer to others, and attending a support group. supportive

relationships maybuild on existingfuiendships or theymaybegin when

mutual needs are recognised.

Appreciating the Positive

The individuals interviewed describe being diagnosed with Hrv
infection as a "wake up call" and the impetus to make significant

changes in their lives. They talk about appreciating the positive aspects

of their lives much more than ever before. The actions in this are

'enjoying life without regrêb','changing personal attitudes',' gaining

greater understanding','enjoying relationships', 'contributing to societ¡/,

¿nd'dsaling with death'. These people seem to express a greater

appreciation of what theyhave now and for the lives theyhave led in the

past.

Enjoying life without regrets can be exciting. one is able to fuIly
appreciate and make the most of every experience .

It makes me think that you should be prepared for all of a
surlden_a quick demise and it's back tolne üring of , you
can't take things for granted.
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I feel lve lived a veryrich and fulfilled life, and Im not old at
47 but fm not young either and if I was to go tomonow, I
don't think Id feel slighted of life if something should
happen.

It has made me feel more lucþ to be around and Ive
always had good health and I take a look at people who
haven't had good health and you feel sorryfor them and
you feel better.

Appreciating the positive involves changing personal attitudes

and looking at things from a differentviewpoint. This can be life-

amrming.

Having a life.th¡e¿þning illness...it's just whywaste your
time about stupid things ? A lot of people spend years and
years and years worrying about a problem that you can't
really fix..I just look at things differently now.

Ive changed my attitude about a lot of things...I just look
at living differently now. f appreciate my weekends, I
appreciate mytime offand I appreciate my gardening. I
appreciate all the things that I like to do a lot more no\M.

In the last two and a half to three years Pve been thinking
a lot differently about things in life and at first it really
bothered me larowing (about the HIV) and then I
thought,"Well, I can't do anything about it so I might as
well deal with what's going to happen or if something
happens.

Having HfV has led many of the participants to gain a greater

understanding of themselves and who theyare in relation to the world.

f used to worry about ridicule or about getting a bad
response from a person. Thankfully that's never happened.
Im at a point now that if they did react badly it doesn't
matter to me. Like it would be their problem.
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myself a little bit more, pretty well each day. I guess
baslcally to test my own limitations and if I can get a little
further each time then I know Im better in myself in some
way.
Goals change. What becomes important changes. My child
has become more sacred because of this. Relaiionships in
general.

Some of the positive experiences m¿my of these individuals have

had are in the changingnature of their relationships with others. They

describe being more open to what others are experiencing and learning

more about themselves through seeing what happens to others.

ft's_given me an opportunity to learn about people and
make decisions that I wouldn't have before.

Relationships with people that are more than superficial.
To really sympathise as well as empathise with þeople.
Learn whattrue friendship is.

I feel that Im a lot more understanding of people now and
Im not as sharply critical of others.

As a p_erson, f'm more open to what other people are saying
and what they're doing and I tryto be more concerrned witn
the people around me, how they react to me and how I
react to them.

one individual recounted how relationships with a familymember

had become more meaningfuI and more affectionate. These individuals

were talking and touching for the first 'ime in manyyears, if not for the

first time ever.
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fm not used to mymom coming and she helps me...she did
my dishes. She's been coming around a lot and she hugs me
and gives me kisses. And she's notjumping up to hurryup.
She makes a pot of coffee and we sit and we drink it and
talk. And before...she was, to stop us from talking we'd play
bingo or cards.

A few of those interviewed have reached a point where theyfeel

they want to contribute in some way to society and this has been a very

enjoyable experience. Some choose to be active in the political arena, by

lobbying the goverrrment for AIDS funding; others go on speaking

engagements and help in the education ofthe general public and high

school students in particular; one or two are involved in volunteer

activities such as serving on the board of directors ofAIDS service

organisations.

I think Im a better person for it. And I think Im making a
difference because I am that. Prior to this happening I was
basically...I didn't talk to anybodyand I wasn't open about
what I was feeling and what f was doing with mylife and
now I make a point of if somebody asks me something, lm
more than willing to talk about it.

I really really enjoyed being able to, not so much to
enlighten people but to give them the opportunity, not so
much experience what I've gone through, but listen to the
way I think about things and they're allowed to ask me and
they feel more comfortable asking me questions because
they've never had to deal with it before.

'Dealing with death'is the final action in appreciating the positive.

Thoughts of death are brought to the fore when a HfV diagnosis is made

and manyof the individuals in this studymet the challenge of

confronting their mortality early on in the disease process. These
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individuals seem relieved that they have dealt with their mortality and

have moved on to meet the challenge of living with Hrv. Dealing with

death has been a positive experience and has increased their

appreciation of life. For some, it has deepened their spiritual betiefs.

I feel I had to deal with the death thing or it was going to be
nagging me forever and so I did what I thought I had to do
t9 S"t m¡æelf ready for that and so now I don't worry about
that any more. When the creator is ready, lm ready.

People tend to either fear death or theyput it out of their
heads like if,s never going to happen. Well, HIV brings that
to the forefront and says death does happen to everyone...
you have to deal with that and come to terms with death...
and say that this thing is going to happen eventually so
how am I going to make this a peacefirl transition.

I've seen too manypeople go in anger to their deaths with
unresolved issues, fearing death, with a turmoil of family
problems around them which doesn't help the dyrng person.
I plan to do it a peacefi.rlly as I can and if my family òan't
be peaceful when I die, I don't want them there.

One man plans to leave a legacyto his young child. He writes an

entryin a journal almost everyday and plans to leave this journal for his

child-

There's a sense of, you become really mortal with this.
Otherwise you just assume your kids will find out about
you, youll be there and all of a sudden this disease is telling
you that you may not be there. And fd like her to know me
and if she can't lcrow me by being with me then perhaps
through the pages.

HIV infection has been the impetus for introspection and a

resulting growth and strength that goes beyond the normal maturation
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time when other people their age are concentrating on careers and

mortgages.

I did a lot of inward searching what my beliefs are and
what I really believe about myself.

It's made me change my philosophy. It's made me change
my self-identity and really, most of my concepts have
changed.

I think it's seen me grow. I think I've reached a level of
malu1ty that I never would have reached without having
to deal with a crisis like this.

lve become stronger I think Like mentally I think l,ve
become stronger because I can put up with a lot more now.

You have to reconnect with yourself and find your centre of
yourself, your being, and be in peace with yourself. HfV
has made me come to grips with that, that I have to find
that peace whatever it may be.

Appreciating the positive means rediscovering what is important

for the individual and is achieved through six actions. These encompass

the gifts of enjoying life, altering attitudes, learning about oneself and

others, relationships, making a contribution to society, and facing death.

T?ustworthiness

The findings of the thematic analysis have been validated

according to three principles, nam ely fi ttingness, auditability, and

credibility. This enhances the trustworthiness of the results.

Two of the ten respondents did not fit exactly into the theory of

the development of a new perspective on life. These two individuals
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diagnosis of Hrv infection. Their experience of Hrvhas not been a

positive one, however theyhad begun to see their life in a different way

and perhaps with time they will begin to formulate positive perspectives

from their experience. They spoke about being robbed of a future and

fseling little hope however theydid aclcrowledge that since diagnosis

they were seeing their life differently

Auditabilitywas confirmed byhaving a member of the thesis

committee review the transcripts, memos, and notes of the ten

interviews. one suggestion made after this process was to review the

transcripts of the two individuals who seemed to not fit with the rest.

Observations stemmingfrom this review will be detailed in Chapter Six
Creditabilityfor the findings of this research have been confirmed

through auditability, reviewing the journal kept by the researcher, and

the reporting of the findings to participants in the study.

Refl ection and Reflexivity

The research process was an opportunity for me to re-establish

contact with individuals whom I had cared for in my practíce as HrV

Nurse Clinician in a communityhealth clinic. Although I had known

these individuals for up to five years, their stories had a profound impact

on me.

rn the interviews I deliberately steered the conversation away

from the role I had played, as HfV Nurse Clinician, in the care and

education of these ten individuals. This role was in some cases quite
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significant in that I had been the one to teu someone that he or she had

tested positive for antibodies to the virus. Over the past six years I have

come to know all of these individuals well and had at least monthly

contact with most of them. Some of the participants mentioned my role

in theirjourneyin the interviews. r chose to ignore this in the analysis

and deliberately did not include any quotes which referred to me or any

mention of'the nurse'.

I was struck by the strength and courage desplayed by these

people in living with a disease that despite atl earlypredictions,

continues to baftle scientists. r was humbled by the digniW with which

theyface life within the limit¿tions forced on them byreduced income

and health. f was welcomed into their homes and made to feel

comfortable. All my questions and probes were answered with honesty

and generosity.

In the years that I have worked with those infected with HfV, I
have seen so many die. There have been times in the past where I have

found myself despairing of myabilityto bring comfort and make a

difference. It seemed as if despite my best efforts, all my clients would

inevitably die. While mypurpose was not to prevent the inevitable, I still

found it difficultto maint¿in hope in what at times seemed like a

hopeless enterprise.

Through the research process I have once again witnessed the

majestyof the human spirit which has no boundaries and no limil¿¿io¡s.

People are faced with immense hurdles and theyovercome time and
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time again, and move on to face ever greater challenges.

One experience within the analysis of the data took me somewhat

by surprise. r had coded the transcripts and was ready to be$n writing
the thematic portion of the thesis. The coded transcripts were in a
binder in chronological order and I found myself shuggling to pick out

useful quotes for the analysis. The binder was futl and the pages did not

move easily as I looked through the transcripts. After half a day of

frustration, f ceme to the realisation that I need to cut up the

transcripts and group quotes in different categories and themes.

However, I found this very difficult to do; I could not'cut up'the lives of

these people, I could not'cut up'the people themselves. After a day and

a half of agonising over this, r did manage to achieve this and the

analysis was much easier thereafber.

This research has in many ways been a continuation of the

learning and understanding begun when I first became interested some

years ago in the experiences of people with HrV and ArDS . Interacting

and listeningto the life stories ofthose who live with terminal illness has

made me appreciate the positives in my life; good health and the ability

to think clearly, the prescence of loved ones and the joy they bring to the

mundane and special events in life, the vision of a future which is

unfettered bythe limitations of disease and disability.

Conclusion

This chapter has described the findings of the study. Quantitative
data was analysed. The thematic analysis has identified the
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phenomenon of Gaining a New Perspective of Life through living with

uncertainty. Five core expereinces support this. They are Surving the

HIV Diagnosis, Taking Care, Living in the Present, Seeking Support,

and Appreciating the Positive. Each core experience is comprised of

actions which the infected individual undertakes while living r¡rith the

uncertainty of HfV infection.

Finallg the researcher has looked inward to examine the personal

effects of the research experience and the impact that it has had on

personal growth.
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CHAPTER SD(

DISCUSSION

hrtroduction

This chapter will present a discussion of methodological issues

and compare the findings of this studywith other theories and research

in the field. Particular attention will be paid to how the findings relate to

Mishel's reconceptualisation of the Uncertainty in Illness theory. As

well, suggestions for further study will be made. The usefulness of these

findings will be discussed in relation to the education of health care

professionals involved in caring for people with HIV infection.

Suggestions for counselling those living with HIV will also be made.

Methodological fssues

The small size of the sample restricts the generalizability of the

results of the quantitatve survey. However, the interviews provided rich

contextual data from which the thematic analysis was derived.

The results of this study may also be restrictÆd in that all the

participants receive medical care from physicans in the community as

opposed to in hospital out-patient clinics and this maybe a form of

selection bias. All the participants in the interviews had had prolonged

contact with the researcher over the past five years. The nature and

quality of these interactions mayhave biased the results. As well, the

number of women who participated in the surveyis small and onlyone

woman was interviewed.
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Respondents were asked to participate in in-depth interviews

based on their score on the Mishel Uncertaintyin Tllness Scale. Ten

individuals were asked to participate in interwiews irrespective of

whether the reseacrcher had an opinion as to the potential quality of

their responses in an interview. Richer data might have been gathered if
ten people were interviewed who were feltto be potentiallyvaluable

informants irrespective of whether they scored high or low on the MIIIS-

C.

Tþo of the ten individuals interviewed described their experience

as being shameful and isolating. There lilas no evidence of this shame in

the eight other interviews. Fu¡ther snmpling mayfill in the theory to

capture the stigma or shame, or the experience of these two individuals

may be seen to be a reflection of their unique erçerience and dtfferent

from the majorityof people with HfV infection.

The hanscripts of the ten individuals who participated in the

interviews were reviewed and compared to their score on the MUIS-C.

There does not appear to be anyrelation between high or low score on

the MUIS-C and the development of a new perspective on life. of the

two people who had experienced shame and stigma as a result of being

diagnosed with Hrv infection, one had scored high and one low on the

MUIS-C. This may reflect a weakness in the abitity of the scale to

capture the nuances of uncertainty or may be a result of the small

ssmple size of this study. It is also possible that scoring low for a

measure of uncertaintyreflects the feeling of despair in living with a life-
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threatening illness. The individual may have tittle uncertainty about the

illness and the certaintyhe or she feels about the illnsss and the future

may lead to feeleings of hopelessness and depression rather than the

development of a ne\il perspective on life.

The interwiews were conducted using a list of questions and

prompts. Participants were encouraged to add any comments they

wished and the questions were all open-ended. At no time were

participants asked directly about their experience of uncertaint¡4 the

questions dealt with issues that would be affected by uncertainty, such

as changing goals and issues related to social support and information

seeking. The data compiled in the interviews mayhave been different if
direct questions about uncerbainty had been used.

The decision was made to not ask direct questions about

uncertainty in illness to avoid any emotional distress to the

participants. The participants may not regard themselves as being

uncertain and anyprobing of this could cause them to question their

coping behaviour. None of the ten individuals who participated in the

interviews asked about their scores on the MUrS-C. They expressed

interest in the outcome of the study as a whole but not in their individual

results or scores.

While some studies have described the experiences of those living

with Hrv/ArDS as self-transcendence, this issue was not addressed

directlyin the interviews. It was felt that this is a complex concept to

understand and might easily have been confusing for participants.
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Theoretical Issues

Mishel (1990) has stated that individuals who experience

uncertainty related to illness over a period of time mayexperience a

dismantling of existing cognitive structures that give meaning to tife. It
is theorised that this disequilibrium state favors the development of a

new perspective on life that is more complex than the one previously

held. Two criteria exist within this theory, that of an essential time

period over which the uncertainty exists (temporality) and a th¡eshold of

uncertainty in the illness ex¡lerience.

Probabilistic thinking is the corner stone of this new perspective.

Probabilistic thinking involves the ability to focus on multiple

alternatives and choices and a consideration of the fragilityof life itself

and the many different situations one may find oneself in. It is based on

the assumption that nothing is certain in life and that anything may

happen (Mishel, 1990).

Fundamental to this reformulation is the impact of social

resources and health care providers on the individual. The theory states

that the new perspective on life is fragile and the individual must

continually strive to maintain this orientation. Social resources and

health care providers are vital for the maintenance of this orientation.

They must support the probabilistic thinking seen as the cornerstone of

this new perspective on life.

This study has shown that a new perspective on life is possible for

those living vrith HrV infection. The criterion of temporality has been
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met in that all the individuals have been living with HfV infection for a

period exceeding two years and in some cases, as long as eight or nine

years. Manyof these individuals mayhave been infected with HrVlong

before they were tested for the virus. Some suspected they were infected

for months or years before testing but chose not to test for personal

reasons. For others, no effective test existed before 1984 and thus they

lived with their suspicions until theywere able to test. Stilt others had no

conscious thought of being HrV infected and were shocked to discover

this when they did test positive for antibodies to the virus.

Another criterion is that of a threshold of uncertaintywithin the

illness ex¡lerience. HfV infection in its essence meets the requirements

of great uncertainty. There is no cure for this disease and few effective

treatments. Disease progression is unpredictable and contains vague

s¡mptoms and often rare manifestations of opportunistic infections.

This uncertainty is theorised to form the basis of probabilistic

thinking as the r¡ncertainty is accepted as the natural rhythm of life.

Participants in this studydescribed not making longterm goals and

accepting what life presented each new day. There was evidence of

personal flexibility when short term plans did not work out. Life was

being experienced in the here and now and people were seen to be open to

change.

Within the use ofprobabilistic thinkingis the abilityto focus on

multiple alternatives and possibilites. Participants used this mechanism

to alter goals and enjoynew possibilites. For example, making plans to
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go on shortweekend holidays while still healthyinstead ofdelaying. one

man was using a dailyjourral to leave a legacyfor his child who might

not have the opportunity to get to lorow him in the future when the child

willbeolder.

Additionally, probabilistic thinking involves reevaluation of what

is important in life and this is evidenced in this study by those who

realised the imporbance of relationships over money and have modified

their work habits accordingly. Another marker of probabilistic thinking

is the ability to reconsider personal inveshents and many of the

respondents spoke eloquently of the importance of love and close bonds

within the family. one man in particular described how his business

relationships have changed and how he has become a better person and

employer in the business world. Finally, recognition of the fragility of life

is essential to probabilistic thinking and the many descriptions of

making every moment count testify to the attainment of that

perspective in many of these participants.

Support from family and friends is seen as essential to the

development and maintenance of the new perspective on life.

Acknowledgement of the state of uncertaintyis vital to buildins trust

and also to protecting the importance of loving relationships within the

confines of a world where no one person has all the answers. The

importance of supportive and loving relationships is born outin this

research study. The core experience Seeking Support details the many

and varied actions used byHlVinfected individuals as theycontrol
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information, tell famiìy and friends, ask for help, and draw closer to

important people in their lives. The circle of support is even wider in

some cases where help is given to others in a support group situation at

the ssme time as help is received.

Mishel (1990) describes four barriers to the development of a new

perspective on life. The first relates to the individual's support system

not promoting a probabilistic view of life. The second barrier pertains to

individuals who are primary caregivers and who delaytheir response to

illness because of care giver responsibitites. The third barrier is that of

social isolation and the fourth is health care providers who continue to

search for certainty within the illness e:iperience of the patient or client.

In this study, no evidence was found to support any of these

situations strongly. Most of the participants have indeed shown

evidence of forming a new perspective on life. Even for those who have

restricted social contacts, strong social support within those confines

does exist and is supportive of the new perspective on life. The isolation

expereinced by some of the particiapnts is often of their own choosing

and may be a reflection of personal st¡¡le rather than a response by

others. All the individuals interviewed receive medical care at a facility

which is strongly supportive of multiple alternatives to problems and

problem solving.

Another theory that deals with uncertainty and the structuring of

a new reality is Selder's Life Transition theory (1989). This theory is

based on the concept of relinquishing an old pre-illness reality and
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restructuring a new reality. The success of the development of this new

reality is dependent on the ability to relinquish the old at the same time

as recognising losses and the permanency of the new state.

Some of the sfuategies utilised in the formation of a new reality

are information seeking, comparative testing by relating to others in

similar circumstances, and living in the present.

The findings of this research support Sender's theory in part.

People were seen to seek out information and to use support group

meetings as an opportunity to compare themselves to others. As well, a

core ex¡rerience of the thematic analysis was that of Living in the

Present.

Amajor difference between Sender's theory and Mishel's

reconceptualisation of the Uncertainty in Illness theory is that Sender

contends that individuals seek to reduce uncertainty in a variety of

ways while Mishel suggests that the continued presence of uncertainty

is essential to the formation and maintenance of a new perspective on

life which encompass e s probabili stic thinking.

There is no evidence from this research to support Sender's

contention that uncertainty is reduced in an attempt to restructure

reality. While the participants did strive to seek out information, they

seemed to incorporate the uncertainty of living with HIV into their lives.

This studythus lends support to Mishel's reconceptualisation of

the Uncertainty in Illness theory. While limited in sample size and

selection of a study population of individuals who are experiencing one
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aspect of the disease continuum, some credibility is given to this new

theory. This support for Mishel's reconceptualisation of the Uncertainty

in Illness theoryis tentative. Mishel's language is not specific and more

practical information and empirical evidence from other research is

needed to provide additional support.

The core experiences of Taking Care, Seeking Support, and

Appreciating the Positive described in this research are similar to the

self-care activities described by Allan (1gg0). Allan's study found that

consultation with other HfV infected individuals about health

maintenance activities such as life'style changes reduced uncertainty.

Attitudinal adjustments also reduced u¡certainty bv focusing on the

positive and remaining optimistic.

Benner Carson (1993) found that hardiness in people with

HrV/ArDS was associated with prayer, exercise, and meditation While

this research did not examine hardiness, some of the participants

engaged in prayer and meditation. It is interesting to note that exercise

was not mentioned by any of the participants as an activity routinely

used to reduce stress or increase well'being. This maybe due to weather

conditions in an area where it is cold for eight months of the year and in

¿ sample that were mostly unemployed and thus could not afford

membership fees to a club or gym.

While this research did notinvestigate the experience of self-

transcendence, some elements of this may be drawn from the core

e:rperiences of Taking Care, Living in the Present, Seeking Support, and
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Appreciating the Positive. The participants described activities that are

encompassed by the three criteria of Frankl (1969) as self-

transcendence. They contribute creatively to the world through family

and work; they receive from the world by asking for and accepting help

from friends, family and others, and they have accepted living with the

challenge of a life-threatening illness.

coward and Marcus Lewis (lgg3) have found very similar themes

to the ones in this research in their study of eight gay men with ArDS.

The themes of experiencing several sources of fear and having hope are

similar to the core experience of Surviving the Hrv Diagnosis. The

themes taking care of oneself and accepting help are described in this

research under the core experience of Taking Care. The core ex¡lerience

of Seeking Support encompasses the themes of connecting with others

and accepting help. The core experience ofAppreciating the positive is

similar to Coward and Marcus Lewis'theme of letting go, accepting what

cannot be changed and creating a legacy.

The study of self-transcendence in gay men by Coward and

Marcus Lewis (1993) involved onlymen with anArDS diagnosis which

mayhave inJluenced the depth and range of the experiences described.

However, the similarities with this studywhich explored the

consequences of uncertainty in living with HIV infection lends support to

the credibility of both studies.

Implications for Research

It would be helpful to repeat this studyin a population whose
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disease has progressed to a case diagnosis of ArDS. Those who are

facing death in the more immediate future may have additional insights

and experiences to share. Manymay have lived for a longer period of

time with greater uncertainty or may have experienced a different

perspective on life for both a longer time and in the face of different

challenges.

In addition, the experiences of men and women with HfV/AIDS

maybe different in terms of the consequences of sustained uncertainty.

The intervisn/ sample comprised nine men and one woman. of the ten

individuals interwiewed, eight identified themselves as homosexual, one

as bi-sexual, and one as heterosexual. There may be experiences that

are unique to the life circumstances of these individuals based on their

social status and past experiences. The small size of the sample in this

study and the unequal distribution of numbers between the three groups

(homosexual, bi-sexual and heterosexual) preclude any conclusions being

drawn related to these factors.

Implications for HfV Infect€d Individuals

This research has highlighted certain behaviours that seem

significant. Most of the individuals have made adjushents to improve

their life style. Some take vitamins, others have given up drinking, some

have altered their diets. These sþenges are likely an attempt at

personal involvement in therapeutic efforts when medical interventions

are not indicated. Personal acbions such as these are likelyempowering

and people seem to feel better for making them.
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Most of the indviduals stated that they have sought out

information. However, this is not always a positive experience. Some

found that learning more about Hrv was frightening and chose to not

continue with this. Others are strengthened by the Lcrowledge gained and

share this information with others.

The importance of family support is striking in the results of this

study. Whle the initial reaction of familymaybe negative, the end

resu-lt is usuallythat of unconditional love and support. This is

information that people qrith HIV, particularly those who have recently

been diagnosed, should know. While there appears to be no benefitto

waiting until one is sick before telling family and friends, the decision to

do so remains with the infected individual. This delaymaybe a stratery

to exert control in a situation where very little control exists. The initial

response of family and friends may be the same but in the interim,

years may have passed wheñ the infected individual could have been the

recipient of great support.

It is interesting that in this study sample, no one was receiving

private counselling. The participants reported dealing with any problems

theymayhave alone, with a significant person in their li[e, or in a

support group. This may reflect the paucity of trained counsellors in the

citywho are involved in the counsening of homosexual men and in the

field of HIV/AIDS. It may also point to the lack of counselling services

offered to those of low income or on Social Assistance who cannot afford

private counselling which is not covered under the health care system.
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Lastl¡ the imporbance of a support group to many of the

individuals who parbicipated in this studycannotbe ignored. rn this

forum, people share past and present experiences. They support each

other emotionally and with information about the disease and treatment

options. For some, the members of the group are family.

Implications for Nursing Education and Practice

This research suggests that there is benefit to be derived from

accepting the presence of uncertaintyin the illness experiencs. Çaining

a new perspective on life is viewed by those affected as a positive

experience. Nurses, and indeed other health care professionals, should be

taught that the search for certainty and prediction may not always be

necessary. hr medicine, aggregate data about a disease are used to yield

an average life expectancyfor those with the disease. These are usually

based on physical findings a¡rd do not take into acccount other factors

which mayinfluence disease progression (Hall, 1gg0). Thus predictions

about life expectancy and disease course are generally not reliable.

while patients and their families mayinitially ask for prognoses

and predictions of life expectancy and disease progression, it may in fact

be more usefuI to workwith these individuals to foster a probabilistic

view. This may allow those infected a¡rd affected by illness to consider

multiple and different alternatives to dealing with problems and to alter

patterns of behaviour in an attempt to adjust to new circumstances.

Probabilistic thinking is not linear and much of the education in

the past has focused on linsar models of disease and interventions.
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However, many nursing interventions, particul arly tho se used with

ch¡onically ill individuals and their families, are based on non-linear

principles and emphasize multiple alternatives and adaptations to

altered states of functioning.

People living with chronic or life-threatening illness should be

encouraged to seek information from a variety of sources including

members of the health care team, their family and friends, and others in

a similar situation. No one person will necessarilyhave the one correct

response or suggestion. Probabilistic thinking has at its core the concept

of multiple alternatives. The support of peers which maybe found in

attendence at a support group may provide such alternatives. Many of

the individuals attending a support group may have attempted

alternative ways of dealing with symptoms and feelings e>rperienced

while living with a disease and maymake suggestions for the resolution

ofproblems or avoidance of complications.

This view and practice should be encou¡aged, not only with

ch¡onically ill patients, but also for those with acute disease. A

probabilistic viewpoint allows for greater creativity and growth and

fosters an openness and flexibilityin both the nu¡se and the patient-

familyunit.

This research has shown how important the love and support of

familyis to those who have disclosed to their families. While many

individuals are reluctant to cause their families emotional upset, it may

be appropriate to encourage them to disclose as the benefits of the love



and support are important and most families are able to overcom"til"

initial shock and sadness and are then able to support each other.

The prescence of hope in the terminallyill is not evidence of

denial. Treating it as such may take away hope from the teminally ill
individual and impedes the development of a trusting relationship

between health care provider and patient (Hall, 1gg0). Fosteringhope

where appropriate is an important aspect of probabilistic thinking. The

patient, and not the health care provider, must however dictate the

context and parameters of that hope.

Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to explore the consequences of

uncertaintyin the lives of people with HrV infection. The extent of

uncertainty was measured by asking individuals with HrV infection to

complete the Mishel Uncertainty in Illness Scale. The results of this

survey showed that these individuals do experience a range of

uncertainty with the majority of the individuals participating fa[ing

close to the r¿mge of the mean found in other disease populations. The

experience of this uncertaint¡r was described eloquently and forms the

basis of the narrative section included in this thesis. The consequences

of living with this uncertainty have been analJæed and a phenomenon,

Gaining a New Perspective on Life, was discovered. This is supported by

five core e:periences which detail the experience of living with

uncertainty within the context of HW infection.
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fJ¡se¡teintJ¡

The inability to determine the meaning of illness-related events.

operationalized as an inabilityto assign definite value to objects or

events and/or an inability to predict outcomes accurately.

trnference

General beliefs about oneself and one's relationship with the

environment.

Operationalized as learned resourcefrrlness, sense of mastery and locus

of control.

Illusion

Beliefs constructed out of uncertaintywhich are viewed in a particular

light that emphasises their positive aspects.

Operationalized as wishfi¡I thinking and positive thinking.

Coping

Attempts made by the individual to reduce the stress associated with a

particular situation.

operationalized as mobilising (direct action, information seeking) and

affect-management (faith, disengagement).

Adaptation

Biopsychosocial behaviour occurring within a person's individually

defined range ofusual behaviours.

Operationalized as psychosocial adj ustment, recovery, stress, life

quality, or health.

Source: Mishel, M.H. (1988). Uncertaintyin lllness. Imase, 20(4).
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APPendi= 2

Recruitment Call
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Recruitment Call

Hello....................(name)

This is Anne Katz calling. You may remember me from village Clinic
where I worked for the last four vears.

You may remember a conversation we had early in the Fall of this year
when I told you I was returning to universityto complete a Masters
degree in Nursing. Part of the program is the completion of a research
study and naturally r have chosen to study more about HrV infection.

I will be studying the experiences of people living with HfV and I was
wondering if you would be interested in par[icipating in my study. You
would be required to fill out a questionnaire which would take about
twenty minutes. Your name will not appear anywhere on the
questionnaire. I may ask you to participate in a longer interview at a
later date. My study has been approved by the Ethical Review
Committee of the Facultyof Nursing.

You may of course refuse and this will not influence the care you receive
in any way. If you need some time to think about this, I will leave my
telephone number with you and you can contact me if you are
interested. I hope to begin the studyin December 1994.

Thank you for listening to me... do you have any questions ?
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Appendix 3

Letter of Support



CRAIG A. S(OGLUND. e.sc.. r¡.p.
PARIO/IEW PROFESSK¡I{^L CE!fiNE
109 - 2110l¡la¡n Süæl
tl,ûmþoe. l¡l¡nlþb¡ ffi tql

November 16, 1994

To r.¡hom it may concern:

4I]!E_{åIZ_:_\ESE4RcH PROJECr oN Hrv DTsEASE

I have reviewed the study prospectus
Anne Katz re: her research proj ect
lives of people with HIV disease".

and have spoken with
on "Uncertainty in the

r am satisfied with the legitinacy and. value of this studyand would/wi11 recommend my clinical patients for partici-
pation should they be willing and qualify under the inclusioncriteria.

S incere 1y,

Craig Skoglund, BSc, MD

CAS:K1b
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Appenclix 4

Poster
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A FIURSE FROM THE UNTI¡ERSITY OF MANITOBA

ñ

CONDUCTING RESEAR,CH II\TIO THE

EXPERIENCES OF PEOPLE LTVING \ryITH HTV

INFECTION

IF YOU AR'E HrV +

(BUT DO NOT HA\m ArDS)

A,SK DR SKOGLUND FOR MORE INFORIIIATION
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Appendix 5
Information Sheet
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Consequences of Uncertainty in the Lives of People with HIV
Infection

My name is Anne Katz and I âm a nurse who is culrently a
student in the Masters of Nursing progrâm at the University of
Manitoba.

I am beginning a rese¿rrch studyneeded to finish mydegree. Dr
Smith has agreed to assist me in finding people willing to participate in
the study. However, he will not larow which of his patients will be

interviewed and anypersonal information about you has not been

released to me.

I have worked in the field of HIV/AIDS for a number of years and
am interested in finding out more about how people vrith HfV infection
deal with uncertainty about the disease, treatment, and the future.

I will be asking people rrith HIV infection to fill out a
questionnaire. This will t¿ke about twent¡rminutes and can be done in
your home, at my house, or at some other location. I will ask some

participants if they are willing to take part in a longer interview at a
later date. This interview will take between one and two hours to
complete. All information I obtain will be kept confidential.

If you are interested in helping me with this study, please contact
me at If I am not available to answer your call, please leave a
message and I will call you as soon as possible. I hope to begin this study
in December 1994.

Thank you for taking the time to consider this request.

Anne Katz RN BN
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Appencli- 6

Consent Forms
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Consent Form (Questionnaire)

consequences of uncertainty in the Lives of Feople u/ith
HIV Infection

In signing this consent form, I am giving my consent to be
interviewed byAnneKatz, a registered nurse who is conducting a study
as part of the requirements for a Master of Nursing degree from the
University of Manitoba, Faculty of Nursing. I understand that I will be
part of a studyfocusing on the experiences of people tiving vrith Hrv
infection.

I understand that r will be interviewed in my home or some other
mutually agreed to location. I urill be asked to complete a questionnaire
and r understand that the researcher may ask me to participate in an
interview at a later time.

r agree to participate in this study freely. I have been informed
that my participation is entirely voluntary. r can refuse to answer any
specific question and r can terminate my participation at anypoint. I
have been told that no reports of this study will ever identifo me in any
way because no names will be used. My participation or
nonparticipation or refusal to answer any questions will have no effect
on serwices that I may receive from health care providers. My physician
will have no knowledge of who does or does not take part in the study.

This studyis intended to help develop a better understanding of
the experiences of people living with HIV infection however I will receive
no direct benefit as a result of parbicipation.

All data from the study will be kept under lock and key for a
period of seven to ten years. This study has been approved bythe
Ethics Review Committee of the university of Manitoba, Faculty of
Nursing. The advisor for this studyis Dr Linda lftis{ianson (# ).

Continued...
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Consent Forrn (Questionnaire) continued
Consequences of Uncertainty in the Lives of People with

HlVlnfection

I understand that ttre results of this research will be given to me if
I ask for them and that Anne Kztz is the person to contact if I have any
questions about the study or about my rights as a study parbicipant.

Date Respondent's signature

Researcher's signature

I would like a copy of the results of this study

Name

Address
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Consent Form (Focused Interview)
Consequences of Uncertainty in the Lives of People with HIV

Infection

In signing thi s consent form,I..
am giving my consent to be interviewed byAnneKatz, a registered
nurse who is conducting a study as part of the requirements for a
Master of Nursing degree from the university of Manitoba, Faculty of
Nursing. r understand that I will be part of a study focusing on the
e;periences of people living with HfV infection.

r understand that r will be interviewed in my home or some other
mutually agreed to location. The interview may take two hours to
complete. r agree to participate in this study freely. r can refuse to
answer any specific question and I can terminate my participation at
any point. If I request it, the tape recorder used in the interwiew can be
switched off. My participation or nonparticipation or refusal to answer
any questions will have no effect on services that I may receive from
health care providers. Myphysician will have no knowlefue of who does

or does not take part in the study.
All data from the study will be kept under lock and key for a

period of seven to ten years. This study has been approved by the
Ethics Review committee of the university of Manitoba, Faculty of
Nursing. The advisor for this studyis Dr Linda l(risQianson (# ).

The only people who will see the data from this study are Anne
r<atz and the members of her thesis committee (Dr L. Kristjanson, Dr.
E. Hanson, ffid Dr. D. Dudgeon) as well as the typist who transcribes
the interviews. Anyidentiffing information, such as names, will be
removed from the transcripts. At some later time, the results of this
studymaybe published in professional journals but no names will be
included and all identifring information will be removed.
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I understand that the results of this research will be given to me if
I ask for them and that Anne Katz is the person to contact if I have any
questions about the study or about my rights as a study participant.

Date Respondent's signature

Researcher's signature
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APPenrlix /
Mishel Uncertainty in Illness Scale

Communitv Form
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MISIIEL UNCERTAINTY IN ILLNESS SCAIE
COMMIINNYFORM

Please read each statement. Take your time and think about what each
statement says. Then place an ")3 under the column that most closely
measures how you are feeling TODAY. If you agïee with a statement,
then you would mark under either'stronglyAgree" or "Agree". If you
disagree with a statement, then mark under either "strongly Disagree"
or "Disagree". If you are undecided about how you feel, then mark under
"undecided" for that statement. Please respond to every statement.

The following information is required for demographical reasons on]y.

Gender:Male[ ]

Year of birth : 19

Years of education:

Female t l

Thank you for participating.
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1. I don't knowrx¡hat is v'rong with me.
Stronglyagree Agree Undecided Disagree StronglyDisagree

54321

2. f have a lot of questions without answers
Stronglyagree Agree Undecided Disagree StronglyDisagree

54321

3. I am unsuÌe if my illness is getting better orworse
Stronglyagree Agree Undecided Disagree StronglyDisagree

54321

4. It is unclear how bad my sSrmptoms will be
Stronglyagï'ee Agree Undecided Disagree StronglyDisagree

54321

5. The e:çlanations they give me about my condition seem hary
to me
Stronglyagree Agree Undecided Disagree StronglyDisagree

54321

6. The pu4)ose of each treatment is elear to me
Stronglyagree Agree Undecided Disagree StronglyDisagree

54321
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7.Rvly s¡rmptoms continue to change unpnedictably
Stronglyagree Agree Undecided Disagree StronglyDisagree

54321

8. I understand everything explained to me
Stronglyagree Agree Undecided Disagree StronglyDisagree

54321

9. The doctors say things to me that could have many ¡sanings
Stronglyagree Agree Undecided Disagree StronglyDisagree

54321

10. My treatment is too complex to figure out
Stronglyagree Agree Undecided Disagree StronglyDisagree

54321

11. It is difficult to knowif the medications I an getting are
helping
Stronglyagree Agree Undecided Disagree StronglyDisagree

54321

12. Because of the unpredictabiliW of my illnsss, tr cannot Flan
for the frrture
Shonglyagree Agree Undecided Disagree StronglyDisagree

54321
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13. The course of my illness keeps changing.I have good and bad
days
Stronglyagree Agree Undecided Disagree StronglyDisagree

54321

14. I have been g'iven many different opini6¡1s about what is
\ñ¡rong with me
Stronglyagree Agree Undecided Disagree StronglyDisagree

54321

15. It is not clear what is going to happen to me
Stronglyagree Agree Undecided Disagree StronglyDisagree

54321

16. The results of my tests are inconsistent
Stronglyagree Agree Undecided Disagree StronglyDisagree

54321

17. The effectiveness of the treatment is undetelmined
Stronglyagree Agree Undecided Disagree StronglyDisagree

54321

18. Because of the freatment, uùat I can and cannot do keeps
changing
Shonglyagree Agree Undecided Disagree StronglyDisagree

54321
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19. r arn certain they will not find anything else wnong with me
stronglyagree Agree undecided Disagree strongtyDisagree

54321

20. The treatment r am receiving has a L.or¡m probabirity of
success
stronglyagree Agree undecided Disagree stronglyDisagree

54321

21. They have not given me a specific diagnosis
stronglyagree Agree undecided Disagree stronglyDisagree

54321

22. Thle seriousness of my illness has been determined
stronglyagree Agree undecided Disagree stronglyDisagree

54321

23. The doctors and nurses use everyday language so r can
understand u¡hat they are saying
stronglyagree Agree undecided Disagree stronglyDisagree

54321

@ Merle Mishel, Revised 1990
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Appenclix 8
Interview Guide
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As you know, my study is looking at how people with HIV infection
experience uncerbaintyin their lives. I would like to know how you deal
with having this disease and how it affects you in your daily life.

1. Can you tell me how long you have Isrown that you have HIV ?

2.Do you think about having HIV often ?
3. How do you cope with living with HfV infection ?

Probes : changes in dailylife ; vigilance of s¡mrptoms
4. Has havingHfV changed the wayyou think of yourself ?

Probes : Feeling dirby, responsible for disease; personal growth
5. Has having HfV changed your view of the future ?

Probes : altered plans ; career decisions

6. Has having HIV altered the wayyou perceive of time ?

Probes : does time seem to go faster or slower; living in the
present

7. Have your social relationships changed as a result of having HIV ?

Probes : disclosure to others; fear of being abandoned;
understanding of living urith HIV

8. Where do you receive support from ?
Probes : support group (informal and formal); friends; health care
providers

9. Have your needs for information about the disease changed over time
Probes : sonrces of information (health care providers, media,
newsletters, sup¡rort group); present level of krrowledge vs what
person thinks he/she should krrow

10. Do you worq/ about catching something from people around you ?

Probes : protecting self from colds/flu; understanding how imm une
system functions

Your ex¡rerience has been that of........(summarise). Am I correct ? Would
you like to add anything ? Thank you for making the time for this
interview and for sharing your eqleriences with me.

Source: Adapted from M.H.Cohen (1993).
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Ethical Review Committee Approval



The Universitv of Manitoba

FACULTY OF NURSING
ETHICAL REVIEW CÛMMITTEE

APPROVAL FORM

Propos al Number_lf 9Éll,g___

Proposal Title: "coNSEauENcES 0
HIV INFECTIoN. ''

Name and Title of
Researcher(s): ANNE KATZ, RN, BN

MASTER OF NURSING GRADUATE STIIDENT
FACULTY OF NURSING

-UNIVERSITY 
OF MANITOBA

Date of Review: NOVEMBER 07, T994.

APPROVED BY TIIE COMMITTEE: NOVEMBER 07 r994.

Comments: A?PROVED I'IITH SUBMITTED CLARIFICATIONS RECEIVED NOVEI'ÍBER 25, I994.

Wanda Chernomas, RN, PhD Acting Chaþerson
Lecnuer
University of Manitoba Faculty of Nursing

NOTE:
Any significant changes in the proposal should
Ethical Review Committee's consideration. in
changes.

Revised: 92104/22lse

Position

be reported to the Chairperson for the
advance of implementation of such


